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Hollywood gossip, hot off the pressesBUZZ
d gossiip t off the presses

UZZ
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W
HEN you go from zero to 60 

in a matter of weeks — with 

photographers seemingly 

always in tow — people 

start to wonder. Ever since Taylor Swift 

and Tom Hiddleston were snapped 

smooching on some picturesque Rhode 

Island rocks on June 15, they’ve taken 

their courtship to New York, Nashville, 

England and Rome. They’ve boogied at a 

Selena Gomez concert, met each other’s 

parents, kissed at the Colosseum and 

launched a thousand headlines. It’s all 

so very... public. And such a far cry from 

26-year-old Taylor’s 15-month relation-

ship with Calvin Harris that the Twitter-

verse has exploded with skepticism.

Their photos “seem so staged,” one 

observer tweeted. “Surprised they aren’t 

slow-dancing.” Another wrote, “This is 

going to be a nightmare of PR blitz.” And 

another: “The Bachelorette is less staged 

than Taylor and Tom’s relationship.” 

As for Calvin, 32, a source close to 

him tells Star that he’s “speechless at the 

speed and ease with which Taylor 

has moved on. He practically 

begged her to go to 

Scotland with him to 

meet his family, but she 

always said she was 

too busy and it was too 

far away. It’s like he’s 

looking at a completely 

different person.” 

Indeed, Taylor is starting 

to seem oddly publicity hungry, 

and sources say it’s hurting her image. 

“People are wondering whether she’s 

tipping off photographers about where 

they’ll be,” says an entertainment-industry 

insider. “A lot of celebrities do that, but 

no one expected Taylor to.” There is also 

rampant speculation that Tom, 35, is only in 

thethe relationship to up his profile, in hopes the relationship to up his profile, in hopes relationshipthe relationship to up his profile, in hopes tothe relationship to up his profile, in hopes upthe relationship to up his profile, in hopes histhe relationship to up his profile, in hopes profile,the relationship to up his profile, in hopes inthe relationship to up his profile, in hopes hopesthe relationship to up his profile, in hopes 

of being named the next James Bond. If 

so, it’s a strategy that could well backfire 

for them both. While everybody loves a 

love story, nobody likes to be manipulated. 

“This relationship had better turn out to be 

the real deal,” says the insider, “or they’re 

going to be laughingstocks.”  H

IN THE 
PUBLIC EYE
Taylor (in England 
with Tom and his 

mother, Diana) 
always knows where 
the camera is. As for 

Tom (below, with 
Taylor in Rome),  
the thrill seems 

already to be gone.

Taylor & Tom:

AS TAYLOR SWIFT AND TOM HIDDLESTON HEAT 
UP, MANY ARE BRANDING IT A FAUX ROMANCE

y

ee

y

thhe

WHEN IN 
ROME,

CHECK THE 
PHONE!

FAKINGFAKING IT?FAKING IT?IT?IT?FAKING IT?FAKING IT?
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but Liam Hemsworth isn’t 
even ready to tie the knot.
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PAYS FOR SCOOPS!

tips@starmagazine.com

800 – 609 – 8312

 FAST PAYMENT

            ALWAYS CONFIDENTIAL

CALL OR EMAIL ANYTIME

Belly Up!
Studio City, Calif., June 30 
Forget about sympathy pains: 
It looks like  Ashton Kutcher 
has gained a few sympathy 
pounds! The  actor seemed 
heavier than usual (see inset) 
while out and about with 
 pregnant wife Mila Kunis.

DAD
BODBOD

ALERT!
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made a real fool of herself.” 

All the hottest Hollywood news!od news!!
AA

lly
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Not So 
#Beautiful
Mariah Carey is 
trying to shake 

off worries 
about her fading 

star power, 
but is her plan 

backfiring?

M
ARIAH Carey may want to 
check her birth certificate. 
The elusive chanteuse is 
pushing 50, but lately she’s 

been behaving more like a college kid 
on spring break. 

Despite piles of money and more 
fame than she can handle, the diva 
decided to serve as guest DJ at Las 
Vegas hot spot 1 OAK on June 25, 
a gig usually reserved for fame-
hungry C-listers like Scott Disick or 
Amber Rose. 

While the appearance was an  
odd choice for the 46-year-old mom 
of 5-year-old twins Moroccan and 
Monroe, her behavior and her outfit — 
a barely-there lace corset with a  
garter belt and no pants — were even 
more cringeworthy.

“Mariah looked totally wasted,” 
reveals a witness who saw her grinding 
up against DJ Suss One. “She could 
barely stand up straight and kept 
slurring her words. Suss was getting 
more and more annoyed with her, she 

Insiders say the singer is having 
a full-blown midlife crisis and is 
frantically trying to rebrand herself and 
attract a new generation of fans.

“Mariah feels like she’s being eclipsed 
by younger singers like  
Ariana Grande and Selena 
Gomez,” another source 
explains, adding that Mariah 
doesn’t see why her nemesis 
Jennifer Lopez, also 46 and a mom 
to twins, can get away with sexy 
looks and cool parties but she can’t. 
“Mariah thinks she’s just as hip as J.Lo 
but she’s not — and when she tries to 
be, she just looks desperate. ” 

And it wasn’t just Millennials who 
were left wrinkling their noses at 
Mariah’s drunken Vegas antics — 
her ex Nick Cannon was equally 
irked: “Nick told her she needs 
to set a better example for their 
kids,” reveals the spy. “He said 
he’s just glad the twins aren’t 
old enough to go online!”H

MESSY 
MARIAH! 

The main 
men in 

Mimi’s life, 
Nick and 

fiancé James 
Packer, can’t 

be happy. 

M
ARIAH Carey may want to made a real fool of herself.””

MMAARRIAHH!
AFTER A RAUCOUS AND RAUNCHY WEEKEND IN VEGAS, 
FRIENDS SAY MIMI NEEDS TO BE A LITTLE LESS EMANCIPATED! 



With a string of salacious 
Instagram snaps, 18-year-old Ariel 
Winter seems determined to 
prove she’s nothing like her mousy 
Modern Family character Alex 
Dunphy. But her on-screen mom 
Julie Bowen is worried that Ariel is 
doing more harm than good. 
“Julie loves Ariel and told her that 
people in the industry will stop 
taking her seriously as an actress if 
she keeps it up,” says the source. Even 
Sofía Vergara weighed in, telling 
the teen that there’s a difference 
between sexy... and tacky: “Sofía said 
there’s nothing wrong with wanting 
to be hot,” recalled the insider, “but 
sometimes less is more!” H

ARIEL’S LESSON IN 

MODERN 
MANNERS
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BUST
Insiders are whispering that 
Kourtney Kardashian is having 
a “meltdown” over her drooping 
décolletage. “After breast-feeding 
three kids, Kourtney thinks her 
boobs look like lopsided, deflated 
balloons,” dishes a confidante close 
to the 37-year-old, who first got 
implants in college. “Kim even told 
Kourtney her boobs look like Tori 
Spelling’s. Kourtney was horrified...
but didn’t disagree.”

Star’s expert, NYC-based plastic 
surgeon Dr. Norman Rowe, weighed 
in on how Kourtney can keep up 
her buxom silhouette: “She needs 
either to add new implants, have 
a lift, or a combination of both,” 
he advised, and Star’s tipster says 
Kourtney is ready to go under the 
knife ASAP. “She’s dating around 
and wants to look as young as she 
feels,” says the source. “And for her, 
the first step is to get a brand-new 
set of perky boobs!” H

 BOSOM 
 BUDDIES 



 Is there a fox in the Hollywood henhouse? 
A new “bling ring” is making the rounds, 
burglarizing the homes of Kevin Hart, 
Chris Brown, Scott Disick and Blac Chyna, 
and the Kardashian clan has noticed that 
the person they all have in common is 
Kylie Jenner’s bad-news boyfriend, Tyga. 

“Tyga has ties to all of them,” a source 
says. “The cops believe these new 
robberies are related to one another, and 
that the perpetrator likely knows all of 
the victims.”

While insiders don’t necessarily think 
Tyga himself is the sticky-fingered bandit, 
who has “relieved” celebs of hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in cash and jewels, 

his entourage of ne’er-do-wells are making 
people think twice. 

“He hangs out with very shady 
characters and they go with him 
everywhere, including to celebrities’ 
homes,” dishes the source. And it’s not 
just his friends who have a sketchy 
past — his own mother is a criminal! In 
2004, Passionaye Nguyen was convicted 
of burglary, attempted grand theft and 
unauthorized use of personal information 
(i.e., using someone else’s identity). Now, 
insiders wonder just how far the apple fell 
from the tree. Says the source: “It wouldn’t 
be hard to imagine someone Tyga knows 
being directly involved in the thefts.”H

DISH RISING
STARS

FALLING
STARSSTARS

SCARLETT 
JOHANSSON 

She’s the 
highest-
grossing 
actress 

ever! 

JUSTIN 
BIEBER
After two 
years, he’s 
finally off 
probation.

AUBREY 
PEEPLESPEEPLES
The Nashville The Nashville 
star won’t be star won’t be 
returning returning 
for the new for the new 
season, airing season, airing 
now on CMT. now on CMT. 

DEBBY RYANDEBBY RYAN
The Disney The Disney 
star has been star has been 
sentenced to sentenced to 
three years three years 
probation for probation for 
a DUI.a DUI.

MATT MATT 
LEBLANCLEBLANC

Top Gear Top Gear 
USA, which USA, which 

he hosts, he hosts, 
has been has been 

canceled. canceled. 

SHH

 WHO’S BEHIND 

THE NEW 
BLING RING? 

MATTHEW 
MCCONAUGHEY

He’s set to 
teach a film 
class at the 
University 

of Texas. 
All right, 
all right! 

While moms like Kris Jenner and Yolanda Hadid do everything 
possible to make their kids famous, Heather Locklear is possible to make their kids famous, Heather Locklear is 
anything but a #proudmommy as her 18-year-old daughter, Ava anything but a #proudmommy as her 18-year-old daughter, Ava 
Sambora, embarks on a career down the catwalk.Sambora, embarks on a career down the catwalk.

“Ava is starting to get noticed as a model, but Heather trash-“Ava is starting to get noticed as a model, but Heather trash-
talks any gig she books and belittles her goals — she’s being talks any gig she books and belittles her goals — she’s being 

so cruel,” dishes a friend, explaining that Heather’s so cruel,” dishes a friend, explaining that Heather’s 
fragile ego is to blame. “She can’t deal with Ava fragile ego is to blame. “She can’t deal with Ava 
possibly becoming more famous than she is.”possibly becoming more famous than she is.”

But it may not be too hard for Ava to eclipse But it may not be too hard for Ava to eclipse 
her mom: Heather’s last movie role was 2013’s her mom: Heather’s last movie role was 2013’s 
Scary Movie 5, and she has no other roles on the Scary Movie 5, and she has no other roles on the 
horizon. In her personal life, things aren’t going horizon. In her personal life, things aren’t going 
much better — she recently split from her much better — she recently split from her 
boyfriend of three years, Marc Mani, and is boyfriend of three years, Marc Mani, and is 
taking her frustrations out on Ava. “Heather taking her frustrations out on Ava. “Heather 
should be thrilled for her little girl,” laments should be thrilled for her little girl,” laments 
the insider. “It’s sad to see someone be the insider. “It’s sad to see someone be 

jealous of their own daughter’s success.” jealous of their own daughter’s success.” H

HEATHER HEATED
OVER DAUGHTER’S CAREER

MamaMama

drama!



✪ Hillary Clinton, holding 
a fundraiser at Altamarea a fundraiser at Altamarea 
Group’s Ristorante Morini Group’s Ristorante Morini 
in NYC.in NYC.

✪ Charlie Rose, dining at 
Da Silvano in NYC. Da Silvano in NYC. 

✪ Chrissy Teigen, at 
The Tuck Room Tavern The Tuck Room Tavern 
opening in L.A. opening in L.A. 

✪ Adriana Lima, the face 
of Marc Jacobs Decadence, of Marc Jacobs Decadence, 
at the FiFi Awards in NYC. at the FiFi Awards in NYC. 

✪ Prince Michael Jackson, 
filming a docu-series at the filming a docu-series at the 
Marina Del Ray Hotel.Marina Del Ray Hotel.

✪ Evan Ross, at the L.A. 
launch of the new MeWe launch of the new MeWe 
social network app. social network app. 

✪ Orange Is the new Black 
star Vicky Jeudy, in Halston star Vicky Jeudy, in Halston 
at the season premiere.at the season premiere.

✪ Garcelle Beauvais, 
shopping at L.A.’s shopping at L.A.’s 
Glamboutique. Glamboutique. 

It took one family tragedy to 
end another. After years of bitter 
estrangement, Kendra Wilkinson has 
buried the hatchet with her younger 
brother, Colin, in the wake of their 
grandmother’s death. 

“Colin reached out to tell Kendra 
about her declining health,” reveals 
a family friend. “If he hadn’t, Kendra 
wouldn’t have even known, since she 
still doesn’t speak to her mom, Patti.” 

The acrimony took root in 2013 — 
Patti was upset that she had to learn 
about the Kendra on Top star’s second 
pregnancy with Alijah, now 2, via  
social media instead of from her  
own daughter.

Colin branded his big sis as “selfish” 
and “uneducated” after learning that 
she told their mom to “f**k off and die.” 

But all that seems to be in the 
past: Kendra and Colin were spotted 
together at a baseball tournament  
in West Hills, Calif., on June 25,  
where Kendra’s 6-year-old son, Hank Jr., 
was competing.

 “Colin drove all the way from San 
Diego to be there,” says a source. 
“Hopefully soon Kendra and Patti will 
get back on track too — I know she 
would love to see her grandchildren!” H

 KENDRA BACK ON TOP  

WITH BROTHERO

J U LY 1 8 , 2 0 1 6 Star J U LY  1 8 ,  2 0 1 6  Star 77

STAR SPOTS THE STARS

The sum Julia Stiles 
earned for just two 
days of work on the 
new Bourne flick. For 
the fifth installment 
of the action 
franchise, Julia will 
reprise her role as 
Nicolette “Nicky” 
Parsons, Jason 
Bourne’s CIA desk 
jockey ally. Being a 
paper pusher never 
sounded so good! H

 KALEY:  KALEY: 

STAGE SISTER FROM HELL!
Most aspiring musicians would be 
thrilled to have a TV megastar like 

Kaley Cuoco in their corner, but the 
Big Bang Theory actress has become 
a bossy pest as she tries to launch 
sister Briana to singing stardom. 

“Kaley’s is micromanaging every 
aspect of Briana’s image and career,” 
explains a family friend. “She’s 
putting a lot of pressure on her. 
Nothing is ever good enough.” 

Briana had a brief appearance on 
The Voice in 2013 and was recently 
cast in the Las Vegas revue For the 
Record: Baz. But, unfortunately, 
overbearing Kaley isn’t singing the 
show’s praises. “She told Briana to 
quit because she isn’t the lead,” 
dishes the source. “Briana hasn’t had 
much luck — this should be such a 
happy time for her, but Kaley’s crazy 
expectations are ruining it.” H

2
MILLION

$

MENDING  
FENCES?
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SHOTSSHOT
Your one-stop look at the hottest celeb photosS

l

What A Doll!
London, June 30
Rebel Wilson paused to pose with fans 
after her performance onstage in Guys 
and Dolls at the Phoenix Theatre. 

Fancy Nancy
Los Angeles, July 1
Nancy the Pomeranian 
peeked out of her 
Vuitton carrier to 
investigate mom Kelly 
Osbourne’s beverage 
during The View’s 
eighth annual  
“Mutt Show.” 

Cool For The 
SummerSummer
Miami, June 30
No BF, no problem!  
Newly single Demi Lovato Newly single Demi Lovato 
took a dip at the hotel took a dip at the hotel 
pool and showed ex  pool and showed ex  
Wilmer Valderrama  Wilmer Valderrama  
whatwhatwhat he’s he’s missing! 

Cold Day In July
Thiepval, France, July 1

Duchess Kate looked oh so 
over the dreary weather at an 

event commemorating the 
100th anniversary of WWI’s 

Battle of the Somme.



That’s Amore! 
Cernobbio, Italy, June 29

George and Amal Clooney still  
looked like smitten newlyweds 

during an evening stroll and  
candlelit dinner at Lake Como’s  

most charming spot, Villa d’Este. 

Th t’ Amore!

HOW DO YOU 
SAY “LUCKIEST 

GUY EVER”
IN ITALIAN?



SHOTSSSHOTSSS

SORRY, ZAC... 
IT’S MY TURN TO BE 

THE LADYKILLER!

Wedded Blitz
Hollywood, June 29
Adam Devine couldn’t 

keep his hands to himself 
around YouTube star Lilly 

Singh at the premiere of 
his movie Mike and Dave 

Need Wedding Dates, 
with costar Zac Efron. 

Go Fish! 
New York City, June 30

Vida McConaughey kept 
herself entertained while 

dad Matthew nibbled 
on some ginger during 
a leisurely three-hour 

lunch with wife Camila 
Alves and their sons, 
Livingston and Levi. 

Just Fab! 
London, June 29

They’re back, sweetie darlings! 
Joanna Lumley and Jennifer Saunders 
recruited their favorite faux-females 

for the premiere of Absolutely 
Fabulous: The Movie.



Horsin’ Around’’Horsin’ AroundHorsin’ Around
Hershey, Pa., June 29

CCCan she ride as well as she skis? Gold medalist Can she ride as well as she skis? Gold medalist 
Lindsey Vonn tried her hand at the equine Lindsey Vonn tried her hand at the equine 

sports for Team USA sponsor Reese’s Peanut sports for Team USA sponsor Reese’s Peanut 
Butter Cups’ “Do Summer Like a Winter Butter Cups’ “Do Summer Like a Winter 

Olympian” campaign. Olympian” campaign. 

Heidi Gets 
Schooled
New York City, June 29
Heidi Klum got lessons in 
headbanging backstage at 
School of Rock: The Musical 

on Broadway. 

*NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN A PRIZE. Sweepstakes *NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN A PRIZE. Sweepstakes 
begins at 12:00:01 AM Eastern Time (‘ET’) on 4/4/16 and ends at 11:59:59 PM begins at 12:00:01 AM Eastern Time (‘ET’) on 4/4/16 and ends at 11:59:59 PM 
ET on 9/1/16 (‘Sweepstakes Period’). Open only to residents of the 50 United ET on 9/1/16 (‘Sweepstakes Period’). Open only to residents of the 50 United 
States and DC who are 18 years or older (or of the legal age of majority in their States and DC who are 18 years or older (or of the legal age of majority in their 
state of residence, whichever is older) at the time of entry. Two (2) Prizes will be state of residence, whichever is older) at the time of entry. Two (2) Prizes will be 
awarded. Odds of winning will depend on the total number of eligible entries awarded. Odds of winning will depend on the total number of eligible entries 
received for the applicable drawing. Enter online or by mail. Limit one (1) received for the applicable drawing. Enter online or by mail. Limit one (1) 
entry per person/valid e-mail address/or telephone number. See Official Rules entry per person/valid e-mail address/or telephone number. See Official Rules 
at www.CleanUpAndWin.com for complete details. Void where prohibited. at www.CleanUpAndWin.com for complete details. Void where prohibited. 
Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of 
the applicable MLB entities. All rights reserved. Visit MLB.comthe applicable MLB entities. All rights reserved. Visit MLB.com

WIN A TRIP 
to the 2016 

MLB ALL-STAR GAME
®

or 1 game of the

WORLD SERIES
®

.

Visit

CleanUpAndWin.com 

for more info.

Official Sponsors of
Major League Baseball
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Happiest Place On Earth! 
Anaheim, Calif., June 28

I said we’re having fun! Christian Bale’s kids 
Emmaline and Joseph didn’t share their Emmaline and Joseph didn’t share their 

dad’s enthusiasm for selfies during a trip to dad’s enthusiasm for selfies during a trip to 
Disneyland with mom Sibi.Disneyland with mom Sibi.

Mouse In 
The House! 

New York City, 
June 29

New summer look? Lara 
Spencer showed off a 

gift from Good Morning 
America cohost Robin 
Roberts: some mouse 
ears from Disneyland 

Shanghai in China.

REUNITED, 
AND IT FEELS SO 

GOOD! 
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Violet Femme
Paris, June 29

Céline Dion donned a 
colorful coat — or is 

that a bathrobe she just 
stole? — at the Royal 

Monceau Hotel during 
a trip to Paris, where 

she’s on hand for a 
string of concerts. 

Great Pretender
London, June 29

Hello from the other... Adele? 
“J’Adele,” a professional 

impersonator, did her best to fool 
the crowd at a Late Night London 

event in Leicester Square. 

Something Old, 
Something New
Hollywood, June 24
Melrose Place stars Josie 
Bissett and Jack Wagner are 
sharing the small screen once 
again! The pair’s chemistry 
was evident on Access 
Hollywood Live, where they 
chatted about their new 
Hallmark Channel TV movie, 
The Wedding March. 



SHOTSSHOTSS
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Resurrection
New York City, June 28

John Mayer popped by Watch 
What Happens Live to dish on 

the shows he’s been playing with 
the remaining members of the 
Grateful Dead, as well as reveal 
he has a new solo album on the 

way next year. 

A Sunny Outlook
Huntingdon Valley, Pa., 

June 27
It’s Always Sunny in 

Philadelphia stars Danny 
DeVito and Kaitlin Olsen 

cruised around the course at 
the 8th annual CORA for KIDS 

charity golf tournament. 

Bosom Buddies
Los Angeles, June 28

John Legend found himself in a 
sassy sandwich, thanks to wife 
Chrissy Teigen and Kris Jenner. 

SO... DOES YOUR 
BABY HAVE

A MANAGER YET? 



Gray Matter
Sydney, June 28

Nicole Kidman looked a far 
cry from her usually glam — 
and ginger! — self on the set 

of her TV series, Top of the 
Lake, thanks to a gray wig and 

a faux-freckled face.  

Just Kickin’ It
Saint-Denis, France, 

June 28
Shakira had her hands 

full with son Sasha while 
her other kiddo, Milan, 

watched his dad, Spanish 
soccer star Gerard Piqué, 
compete in the Euro Cup. 



SHOTSSS
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Pump & 
Circumstance

Los Angeles
Hydroxycut Brand 

Ambassador Scheana 
Shay from Vanderpump 

Rules showed off her 
lean legs on a photo 

shoot in L.A. 

COULD I BE 
LOOKING  

AT MY NEXT  
TOUR MATE?!

Raising Helen
New York City, June 27
She keeps him young! 
Robert De Niro, 72, 
pedaled around 
Manhattan with 
daughter Helen, 4. Enjoy 
it while you can, Bob — 
you’ll be 86 when she 
goes to college! 

Camp Rock
Nashville, June 27

Carrie Underwood hung at Music Camp 
Studio Day at Belmont University, where 

aspiring songbirds and strummers learned 
all about the music biz. 





SHOTSSSHOTSSS
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Love High
New York City, June 29
Not even a long-haul flight 
could dampen the spirits of 
Chlo‘ Grace Moretz and BF 
Brooklyn Beckham. The pair 

were all smiles as they arrived 
in JFK. Ah, young love! 

Making Beautiful 
Music?
London, June 27
Joss Stone couldn’t help but 
swoon around Prince Harry as 
they watched members of the 
Basotho Youth Choir rehearse 
before their performance 
for Harry’s Sentebale charity 
concert at Kensington Palace. 
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Dog Days  
of Summer

New York City, 
June 28

Amanda Seyfried 
soaked up the 

sun during a trot 
around the block 

with pup Finn. 

Lama Drama
Indianapolis, June 26

Lady Gaga channeled her inner 
Cronkite during a 20-minute 

sit-down with the Dalai Lama, 
where they discussed love 

and compassion. No word on 
whether meat dresses came up... 

Sour Note
Los Angeles,  

June 26
Beyoncé wowed the 

crowd at the BET Awards 
with a killer performance 

of “Freedom” from her 
album Lemonade. WHEN LIFE GIVES 

YOU LEMONS
YOU MAKE... HISTORY!



SHOTSSSHOT
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Well Suited
Glendale, Calif., June 27

Nick Cannon donated 
some outfits to the Men’s 
Wearhouse National Suit 

Drive, which runs through 
July 31 and helps men look 

sharp when reentering  
the workforce.  

Urban Jungle
Hollywood, June 27
Margot Robbie swung from one 
fan to the next at the premiere 
of The Legend of Tarzan at the 
TCL Chinese Theatre. 

Is David On 
The Hunt?
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Not a bad day at the 
office for star David 
Duchovny! The X-Files 
star got up close and 
personal with Victoria’s 
Secret model Martha 
Hunt on the set of 
their new London  
Fog campaign. 
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No Boys Allowed! 
Punta Cana,  

Dominican Republic, June 25
Cara Santana, Ashley Madekwe 
and Jamie Chung enjoyed a girls’ 

weekend at the Hard Rock Hotel & 
Casino Punta Cana, where they 
drank wine, rode horses and, of 
course, snapped a few selfies!

Kween For A Day
New York City, June 22 

Yaaas, slay hunni! Real Housewives of Beverly 
Hills star Erika Jayne toasted equality at the 

Barefoot Wine Love Party with Latrice Royale 
and Bob the Drag Queen. 

WE DON’T 
ALL HAVE 
THE SAME  

“GOOD SIDE”!
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FASHIONFF ION

Jaime King
Jaime shone in an iridescent 

Alexander Lewis shirtdress and 
colorful patterned sandals at the 

Neutrogena, CVS LongLiveSkin event 
in Philadelphia on June 23.

Miranda Kerr
In Sydney on June 27, the model 

sported a chic RVN ensemble — a 
ruffle tank top and striped sheer 

paneled skirt — plus Francesco Russo 
leather slingback pumps.

Olivia Munn
The X-Men: Apocalypse star looked 

superhuman in this romantic 
Vatanika gown and gold Giuseppe 

Zanotti sandals at the Saturn 
Awards in Burbank on June 22. 

Best Of The WeBest Of The We



Kate Beckinsale

Take a bow, Kate: You look stunning! 
The actress wore a ladylike, modern 

Giles outfit and Louis Vuitton shoes to 
celebrate her Los Angeles Confidential 

cover on June 23 in Beverly Hills.

Victoria Beckham

The posh designer added some spice 
to her usually dark wardrobe! Decked 
out in a bright yellow wrap dress and 
trench coat, Victoria hit the streets of 

NYC on June 23. 

ek
GO BARE

BACKLESS STRAPLESSBACKLESS STRAPLESS

Also available at Nordstrom LingerieSolutions.com



NORMAL OR NOT?
ORMA
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Who better to portray KFC’s new Extra 
Crispy Colonel than perma-tanned George Crispy Colonel than perma-tanned George 
Hamilton? The actor got into character to Hamilton? The actor got into character to 

promote the chicken chain’s well-done dish. promote the chicken chain’s well-done dish. 

Lindsay Lohan and her fiancé 
Egor Tarabasov  rehydrated 

with some fresh coconut water 
during a getaway to Mauritius. 

NOT
What the cluck?

NORMAL
(Coco)nuts about you
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Sun’s out... tongue’s out? 
Elisabeth Moss blew off 

some steam on the set of 
her dark TV series, Top 

of the Lake, on June 24 in 
Sydney, Australia. 

No sink, no problem! 
Teen Wolf star Holland Teen Wolf star Holland 

Roden took her makeup Roden took her makeup 
off after a photo shoot off after a photo shoot 
with Simple Skincare with Simple Skincare 

Cleansing Wipes. Cleansing Wipes. Looking good and doing 
good! Kristin Chenoweth 

dropped off some 
designer duds at J.Jill in 

Manhattan in support of 
the store’s Gently Worn 

charitable program. 

NOT
Mossy 
Tongue

NORMAL
Clothes call

NORMAL
Best face forward



The places and products that sizzle with star powerHOT SHEET
ith star power

HEET
Pick 

Of The

Week!

Hot LINE
Designer Mara Hoffman (known for her colorful, tribal-
printed pieces, beloved by celebs including Jessica Simpson, 
Vanessa Hudgens and Kourtney Kardashian) has teamed 
up with beauty mecca Sephora for Kaleidescape: a limited-
edition collection of cosmetics, brushes and makeup bags 
emblazoned with her signature earthy aesthetic. Standouts 
include a bronzy-cheek trio and a travel case that doubles 
as a going-out clutch. Plus, you can feel great about looking 
chic poolside: All products are primarily sourced from 
natural ingredients and packaged sustainably. From $16 to 
$110, sephora.com 

HotGADGET
Julianne Hough is (summer) lovin’ the 
new Fitbit Alta with luxe leather bands! new Fitbit Alta with luxe leather bands! 
It not only monitors all-day activity and It not only monitors all-day activity and 
your sleep, but the fitness tracker also your sleep, but the fitness tracker also 
alerts you to calls, texts and calendar alerts you to calls, texts and calendar 
notifications while reminding you to notifications while reminding you to 
keep active. And, with four original keep active. And, with four original 
colors and three more leather options, colors and three more leather options, 
it’s no surprise that the svelte star likes it’s no surprise that the svelte star likes 
to integrate the band into her look: “I to integrate the band into her look: “I 
work out pretty regularly, and the first work out pretty regularly, and the first 
thing I do to motivate myself when I thing I do to motivate myself when I 
wake up is to pick out a gym outfit and wake up is to pick out a gym outfit and 
match my Fitbit band to my apparel,” match my Fitbit band to my apparel,” 
says Julianne. From $130 for tracker and says Julianne. From $130 for tracker and 
$60 for additional band, fitbit.com$60 for additional band, fitbit.com

EMAIL US YOUR HOT IDEAS AT STARHOTSHEET@STARMAGAZINE.COM

Hot SITE
Virtually decorating your home on a budget is a snap with Havenly.

The online interior design service matches you to a professional

who decorates — and shops! — for your space, without setting

foot in it. Answer quiz questions about the level of work you need

done (refresher or full overhaul), the room and your aesthetic, then

the designer sends through a rendering with click-to-buy products

(including discounts) and voilà! From $79, havenly.com

HotBOOK
Add this celeb-
loved tome (whose 
A-list fans include 
Sophia Bush) to your 
beach reading list! 
“Author” Babe Walker 
(created by the duo 
behind the famed 
White Girl Problems 
Twitter account) 
penned American 

Babe, the story of 
an urban socialite 

whose adventures in 
suburbia will have 
you laughing until 
you cry. $16, 
amazon.com

HotSETS
Oh,Oh, man: Boys, it’s no longer just about matching your shoes to man:Oh, man: Boys, it’s no longer just about matching your shoes to Boys,Oh, man: Boys, it’s no longer just about matching your shoes to it’s no longer just about matching your shoes to
your belt — now dapper dudes are matching their intimates! 
Related Garments makes coordinating simple by grouping 
socks, no-show socks and boxers into single-day sets or full-
week packages. Kellan Lutz, who counts the Cool (shown) 
among his favorite styles, says, “Related brings an added level 
of organization to my crazy busy life. When I open my drawer 
it’s in perfect order and is extremely convenient. And when 
I go to pack it’s as simple as grabbing a few matches and I’m 
good to go!” From $29, relatedgarments.com





  

The latest hookups, breakups and makeups

Psst! Iggy Azalea says she broke up with Nick Young after she found 

t hookups, breakups a
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Nicolas prepares to Face/Off with his 
estranged third wife in divorce court.

RATTLES
THE CAGE

S
HE was just a waitress working at 
a cocktail bar when she caught 
Nicolas Cage’s eye. And now, after 
nearly 12 years of marriage, Alice 

Kim is ready to collect her check.
“Alice put up with a lot being 

married to Nicolas,” a source close to 
the couple, who secretly separated 
in January, tells Star. “She thinks 
she deserves a substantial divorce 
settlement for sticking by him all these 
years.” But the National Treasure actor, 
52, is pleading poverty!

 Nicolas was once one of the highest-

paid actors in Hollywood, having 
earned $40 million in 2009 alone, 
but his wild spending sprees — 15 
megamansions, a 40-acre private island 
in the Bahamas, a fleet of exotic cars, 
luxury yachts and his own $30 million 
Gulfstream jet — meant his $150 million 
fortune didn’t last long. Or so he says. 

“Alice doesn’t buy it,” explains the 
source. “She’s convinced that Nicolas 
has hidden his assets, knowing that this 
day would come.” Nicolas certainly 
hasn’t been able to hide from other 
debts. He’s had two homes foreclosed 

upon, the IRS chasedupon, the IRS chased him over himupon, the IRS chased him over overupon, the IRS chased him over 
$14 million in unpaid taxes, and he’s 
switched financial managers in a bid 
to reach solvency. Either way, Alice, 32, 
is prepared to make Nicolas pay, even 
if it means using their son, Kal-El, as a 
bargaining chip. 

“Nicolas adores his son and wants 
Kal-El to live with him part-time,” 
explains the friend. “Alice could try to 
make that very difficult for Nicolas. 
Unless, that is, she gets what she feels 
she’s entitled to.” No doubt the lawyers 
will get theirs too! H

A T
Alice

E Moving on already?  Moving on already?  
Nicolas was spotted Nicolas was spotted 
kissing a kimono-clad kissing a kimono-clad 
mystery woman in  mystery woman in  
L.A. on June 24.L.A. on June 24.

SHOW
ME
THE

MONEY!



LOVE BITES

security camera footage of him bringing other women into their home.

TESS
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Nicole Kidman and Keith Urban might’ve just celebrated their 10th anniversary, but 
even he knows the effect Colin Farrell has on women. Sources tell Star the country 
singer, 48, is nervous about the two playing husband and wife in the upcoming 
thriller, The Killing of a Sacred Deer. “Nicole came home from a preproduction 
meeting raving about what great chemistry they had in the read-throughs,” spills 
a source, alluding to the 49-year-old actress’ history of cozying up to her costars 
(Daniel Craig, Tom Cruise and Tom Burlinson, to name a few). “It drove Keith crazy. 
He doesn’t want to ask Nicole to pull out of the project, but he knows the script calls 
for a lot of nudity — and love scenes.” Keith better keep his eyes wide open... H

KATIE FRIEND ZONES MATT

She’ll be there for him — as a 
friend, that is. Matthew Perry 
couldn’t be any more smitten 
with his The Kennedys: After 
Camelot costar, Katie Holmes, 
but sources on set claim the single 
mom, 37, isn’t interested in taking 
things past professional. “Katie 
was thrilled when she heard that 
she was going to be working with 
Matthew, and they got along 
great, at first,” explains an insider. 
“They would talk about old 
episodes of Friends in between 
takes. She even confessed to 
having had a crush on Chandler 
when she was younger.” Although 
Katie’s rep denies that Matthew, 
46, made a move on her, on-set 
insiders heard otherwise. “Katie 
tried to let Matthew down gently, 
but he remains hopeful,” says the 
source. “He’s convinced she’ll 
change her mind.” Jackie-Oh no! H

NEW MAN  
Kelly Osbourne began quietly 

dating fellow Brit, film designer 
Kes Glozier, a few months ago.

 SPLIT  
Dennis Quaid’s wife, Kimberly, 
filed for divorce for the 
second time in Los 
Angeles Superior 
Court on 
June 27, citing 
irreconcilable 
differences. 
She’s seeking 
spousal 
support 
and joint 
custody of 
their twins.

MOVING ON
Khloé Kardashian was spotted 
leaving her 32nd-birthday party 
at Dave & Busters in Hollywood 
with Trey Songz on June 27.

Keith Warns Nicole

STAY AWAY FROM COLIN



All hands on deck! According to an insider, Blake Lively 
was so desperate for her new movie, The Shallows, to 
be a commercial success after a string of box-office 
bombs that she asked her hot husband, Ryan Reynolds, 
if she could trot him out to help promote it. That’s when 
Ryan gave his wife, 28, the runaround. “Blake begged 
Ryan to do some red carpet stuff with her, but he made 
excuses,” spills the insider, who suspects the Deadpool 
star, 39, skipped the shark thriller’s promo tour in order 
to preserve his newly minted spot on the A-list. “Blake 
said she wasn’t mad, but that’s because she had a Plan 
B. She just brought Ryan up in every single interview, 
instead.” After all, he looks good on paper too! H

Natalie & Benjamin

D FOR 
DIVORCE?O C ?

R
EMEMBER, remember, when Natalie Portman and her 
husband, Benjamin Millepied, were young and in love? 
Well, that may not be the case anymore. The Oscar-winning 

actress, 35, was spotted at London’s Chiltern Firehouse, sans 
wedding ring, on June 24. “She was trying to have a good time, but it 
seemed like her mind was somewhere else,” says an eyewitness. “She 
kept rubbing her empty ring finger. She looked really sad.” Natalie’s 
hinted in the past about the “disappointments” in her marriage 
to Benjamin, 39, to the press. In 2014, they moved to France with 
their son, Aleph, 5, after the French choreographer was named the 
director of dance at the Paris Opera Ballet, a position he left just 15 
months later to return to his traveling troupe, the L.A. Dance Project. 
“It’s been stressful,” says a source. “Their lives have been completely 
uprooted, and their relationship has taken a hit because of it.” H

Congratulations! The Hills alum Audrina Patridge and her fiancé, 

DEFINITELY,
MAYBE,

NOT!
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SIX DEGREES OF StimulationSIXDEGREESOF

Couples News Extra!
Star connects Travis Barker and 
Billy Joel through their shared 

romantic past.

TRAVIS & SHANNA

SHANNA & DENNIS

DENNIS & MEG

MEG & JOHN

JOHN & CHRISTIE

CHRISTIE & BILLY

u

Ryan Leaves Blake 

STRANDED   



Demi Lovato likes Bruno emiDemi Lovato likes Bruno Lovato likes Bruno
MarsMars just the way he is. just thewayhe is.
AccordingAccording to a friend, toafriend,

the “Confident” singer, 23, has been quietly 
pursuing the “Locked Out of Heaven” 
crooner, 30, since splitting with Wilmer 
Valderrama. “Demi’s asked her people to 
approach Bruno’s about collaborating on an 
upcoming project,” spills the pal, “but she’s 
really just using work as a ruse to wrangle 
some alone time with him in the studio!” 
However, Bruno has been linked to model 
Jessica Caban since 2011, so the former 
Disney star might want to give her heart 
a break. “Of course, Demi thinks it would 
be fun just to get to work with Bruno 
professionally,” adds the source. “Worst 
case, they end up becoming friends.” H

Hilary Duff’s ex-husband, Mike Comrie, is So Hilary Duff’s ex-husband, Mike Comrie, is So Hilary Duff’s ex-husband, Mike Comrie, is So 
Yesterday — not that you’d know it. The two Yesterday — not that you’d know it. The two 
put on such a united front in coparenting son put on such a united front in coparenting son 
Luca, 4, that many started to wonder if the Luca, 4, that many started to wonder if the 
split would stick. However, an informant says split would stick. However, an informant says 
the former NHL star, 35, has become “way too the former NHL star, 35, has become “way too 
involved” in his ex-wife’s life since she began involved” in his ex-wife’s life since she began 
dating her personal trainer, Jason Walsh. “He’s dating her personal trainer, Jason Walsh. “He’s 
constantly calling, texting and dropping by constantly calling, texting and dropping by 
Hilary’s house without letting her know ahead Hilary’s house without letting her know ahead 
of time,” reveals the insider. “She’s asked him of time,” reveals the insider. “She’s asked him 

to back off a bit, now that she’s seeing to back off a bit, now that she’s seeing 
someone, but he hasn’t yet. It’s like he someone, but he hasn’t yet. It’s like he 

wants his presence known.” Which wants his presence known.” Which 
is making it difficult for Hilary, 28, is making it difficult for Hilary, 28, 
and her new man to find their and her new man to find their 
footing. “She’s crazy about Jason footing. “She’s crazy about Jason 
and can’t wait to see where and can’t wait to see where 
this goes, but that’s not going this goes, but that’s not going 

to happen if Mike continues to to happen if Mike continues to 
stand in their way,” says the snitch. stand in their way,” says the snitch. 

Talk about interference! Talk about interference! H

Mike

MEDDLING IN
HILARY’S AFFAIRSHILARY’S AFFAIRSHILARY’S AFFAIRSHILARY’S AFFAIRS

“Hilary’s having 
so much fun 
with Jason,” 
says a source, 
much to Mike’s 
chagrin.

Chris Evans is ready to cut the 
funny stuff. After dating a string of 
Hollywood starlets, the Captain 
America star, 35, is ready to pledge 
his allegiance to former SNL star 
Jenny Slate. “Chris thanks his lucky 
stars that Jenny came into his life 
when she did,” says a friend. “He’s 
at the age where he’s ready to 
settle down, get married and start 
a family. Honestly, we’ve never seen 
him happier.” Chris and Jenny, 34, 
met on the set of their upcoming 
film, Gifted, where the two spent 
more time laughing than they 
did running lines. “The first night 
that we hung out, I was like, ‘Wow, 
I could hang out with Chris for, 
like, 90 hours,” Jenny confessed 
shortly after calling it quits with 
her husband, film editor Dean 
Fleischer-Camp. And the feeling 
was mutual. “I’ve only known [her] 
for a few months,” Chris admitted, 
“which is insane to say because 
we’re like the same animal.” H

BMX rider Corey Bohan, welcomed a daughter, Kirra Max, on June 24.BMX rider Corey Bohan, welcomed a daughter, Kirra Max, on June 24.
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Chris’ 

CLEAN 
SLATE

LAUGHING

OUTOUT
LOUD!

Demi’s

SECRET 
CRUSH



Good Show
“Ellen doesn’t want to 
stay at home because 
she feels Portia is just 
waiting to pick a fight 

with her,” a source says. 
“They’re practically 

living apart.”

PULLS
OUT
PUUL
Portia

OUT
FED UP WITH HER WIFE’S CONTROLLING 
WAYS AND HUMILIATED BY HER 
ENDLESS FLIRTING, PORTIA DE ROSSI 
IS READY TO CALL IT QUITS 
WITH ELLEN DEGENERES ! 

HHH 
OLDING hands and smiling OLDING hands and smiling 

for the cameras, Ellen for the cameras, Ellen 

DeGeneres and Portia de DeGeneres and Portia de 

Rossi looked every bit the Rossi looked every bit the 

blissful couple as they posed blissful couple as they posed blissful couple as they posed 

on the ocean-blue carpet at the on the ocean-blue carpet at the on the ocean-blue carpet at the 

premierepremierepremiere of Ellen’s new hit film, of Ellen’s new hit film, Finding 

Dory,Dory,Dory,Dory, in Hollywood on June 8. And to hear in Hollywood on June 8.And to hearin Hollywood on June 8.And to hearin Hollywood on June 8.And to hear

EllenEllenEllen tell it, Portia was delighted to play tell it, Portia was delighted to play

the dutiful wife while she basked in the hethe dutiful wife while she basked in the dutiful wife while she basked in thedutiful wife while she basked in the

spotlight. “[She] kept saying to me, ‘Take potlight.spotlight. “[She] kept saying to me, ‘Take spotlight. “[She] kept saying to me, ‘Take “[She] kept saying to me, ‘Take“[She] kept saying to me, ‘Take

this all in. You’ve got to. This is really this all in. You’ve got to. This is really 

your day and it’s incredible.’”your day and it’s incredible.’”

It may have been an awardworthy It may have been an awardworthy 

performance. Behind the happy performance. Behind the happy performance. Behind the happy 

façade, a desperately unhappy Portia façade, a desperately unhappy Portia façade, a desperately unhappy Portia 

could finally be calling it quits could finally be calling it quits 

on the couple’s nearly eight-year on the couple’s nearly eight-year 

marriage, a source exclusively tells marriage, a source exclusively tells 

Star. “While they act like they are Star. “While they act like they are 

crazy in love in public, Ellen and crazy in love in public, Ellen and 

Portia have always had a contentious Portia have always had a contentious 



Broken Vows 
“Portia and Ellen have been 

having issues for a long time, 
but now it seems it’s reaching 

a point where they simply 
can’t make it work anymore,” 

says an insider.

relationship behind the scenes,” the relationship behind the scenes,” the 

insider details. “Portia is fed up with insider details. “Portia is fed up with 

Ellen’s nonstop work schedule, her Ellen’s nonstop work schedule, her 

controlling behavior and her constant controlling behavior and her constant 

flirting with younger women. The flirting with younger women. The flirting with younger women. The 

story is they had a blowout fight, and story is they had a blowout fight, and 

Portia told Ellen she wants a divorce.”Portia told Ellen she wants a divorce.”

Even more shocking, friends say Even more shocking, friends say 

Portia may have left Ellen for a man! Portia may have left Ellen for a man! 

“There have been lots of whispers “There have been lots of whispers 

about it,” says the source. “But she about it,” says the source. “But she 

was married to a man before, so it wouldn’t was married to a man before, so it wouldn’t 

be totally out of the blue. Of course every-be totally out of the blue. Of course every-

thing with them is always very hush-hush.”thing with them is always very hush-hush.”

FIGHTING NONSTOPFIGHTING NONSTOP
Keeping their problems quiet has been Keeping their problems quiet has been 

increasingly difficult for the duo. A Star increasingly difficult for the duo. A Star 

investigation earlier this year revealed that investigation earlier this year revealed that 

the estranged couple have been leading the estranged couple have been leading 

separate lives for months. While Portia, separate lives for months. While Portia, 

43, continues to reside at their huge West 43, continues to reside at their huge West 

Hollywood estate, Ellen, 58, has a separate Hollywood estate, Ellen, 58, has a separate Hollywood estate, Ellen, 58, has a separate 

apartment where she was caught spending apartment where she was caught spending 

days and nights away from her wife. When days and nights away from her wife. When 

they are under the same roof, altercations they are under the same roof, altercations 

are inevitable. “They will get into argu-are inevitable. “They will get into argu-

ments for days. Sometimes Portia will even ments for days. Sometimes Portia will even 

lock herself in a spare room and give Ellen lock herself in a spare room and give Ellen 

the silent treatment, which drives Ellen the silent treatment, which drives Ellen 

crazy,” dishes the insider. “There have been crazy,” dishes the insider. “There have been 

times when Ellen has lost her temper and times when Ellen has lost her temper and 

told Portia to leave if she’s so miserable.”told Portia to leave if she’s so miserable.”
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As the Scandal actress sees it, her 

relationship with Ellen is a one-way street, 

and she’s the one doing all the giving. 

“Portia feels neglected and mistreated,” 

the insider tells Star. “She feels as if she 

supports Ellen in everything she does, 

while Ellen just gets aggravated and 

judgmental when it comes to her needs.” 

The rift has only widened with Ellen’s 

never-ending career demands. Finding 

Dory is smashing box-office records, and 

there is already talk that her performance 

is Oscar-worthy. Meanwhile, the peren-

nially popular Ellen DeGeneres Show, 

which has had a 13-year run, was recently 

extended through 2020 — another likely 

disappointment for Portia. The couple 

was reportedly considering moving to 

Australia, her home country, after the 

current contract expired in 2017, but now 

those plans have apparently been tabled. 

“I just want to be someone who is known 

for being kind and making people laugh,” 

Ellen said about her latest triumphs. 

“That’s all I have ever wanted to do.”

STORMING OUT
Ellen may be holding Portia to a double 

standard. “She resents Portia’s success on 

Scandal and the heavy demands it places 

on her time. Ellen never wanted Portia 

to work as much as she does,” another 

close insider told Star, adding that Ellen 

constantly wants Portia to show up on 

the set and bombards her with texts. 

The couple were said to have gotten into 

an epic fight when Ellen tried to force 

Portia to attend yet another talk show tap-

ing and “guilt-tripped” her over nothing 

being more important than spending time 

together. “Portia started yelling, and then 

she stormed out,” a source said. “She’d 

never done anything like that before!”

Portia, who prefers to steer clear of 

confrontation, often gives in to Ellen’s 

demands — only to be humiliated by the 

talk show host’s on-air flirtations. Insiders 

say Portia is deeply uncomfortable about 

Ellen’s closeness with Kate McKinnon, 

32, the sexy SNL comic and Ghostbusters 

star, who is a frequent and very chummy 

guest on Ellen’s show. “Portia feels 

left out,” dishes the source. “Ellen and 

Kate have their little inside jokes and 

references that Portia just doesn’t get. 

She sometimes feels like they have 

deliberately excluded her.”

Perhaps the most serious point 

of contention is Ellen’s desire to 

have a family. “Ellen will never 

admit it publicly, but she wants 

a child, and they supposedly 

agreed that Portia would 

carry the baby instead of 

them adopting,” divulges 

the insider. “Portia keeps 

changing her mind and has 

told Ellen she doesn’t want 

to be pregnant because 

she’s terrified of the effect 

on her body.” 

Given Portia’s seri-

ous struggles with eating 

AFTER THEIR 

BITTER ROWS, 

SHE DOES 

DAMAGE 

CONTROL BY 
SHOWERING 

PORTIA WITH 
PRESENTS

Too Close  

For Comfort
PortiaPortia is reportedly is reportedly

jealous of sexy jealous of sexy 

SNL cast member SNL cast member 
Kate McKinnon, a Kate McKinnon, a 
frequent Ellen guest frequent Ellen guest 
famous for her famous for her 
impersonationsimpersonationsimpersonations 
ofof both the talk both the talk
showshowshow host and show host and host andhost and
HillaryHillaryHillary Clinton. Clinton.
McKinnonMcKinnonMcKinnon says says
bothbothboth women women
inspire her. inspire her. 

Ellen revealed on her talk show that she 
celebrated their wedding anniversary 
with a skywritten message to Portia every 
year. But last year the skies stayed empty.

After a blowout fight in 2014, Ellen 
tried to make up and appease Portia’s 
frustrations by surprising her with her 
dream car, a rare $160,000 Land Rover 4x4.

ELLEN’S
KISS-AND-
MAKE-UP 
TRICK
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disorders, one might expect Ellen to be 
sympathetic, but sources say she’s just 
impatient and resentful. “Ellen’s telling 
people Portia’s mood swings are draining 
and distracting,” says the source. “Some-
times she feels as if Portia is a child she’s 
being forced to take care of!”

DOOMED FROM THE START
Sadly, the couple’s marital woes may 

already have triggered a relapse. In recent 
months Portia, who was treated for her 
eating disorder in 2000, has reportedly 
dropped to an alarming 100 pounds, and 
friends fear for her health. The 5-foot-7 
vegan, who started modeling at 12, has 
admitted that her obsession with staying 
stick-thin led to anorexia and bulimia. “I 
erase feelings with food, erase the food 
with vomiting,” she said. 

“Portia always stops 
eating when she’s 
stressed,” the insider 
agrees. “But this time 
it’s different. Portia 
realizes her relationship 
with Ellen is contribut-
ing to serious health 
issues, and that’s one of 
the reasons she doesn’t 
want to be in this 
marriage anymore.”

The couple, who 
wed in 2008 — Portia 
legally changed her 
name to DeGeneres 
two years later as a 
sign of her commitment — continue to 
put up a good front, going out on date 
nights at Craig’s Restaurant, a favorite 

Hollywood hotspot, and making syrupy 
pronouncements about their thriving 
marriage. “[My wife] is the only person 
I want to hang out with,” Portia chirped 
earlier this year, adding, “She’s just so 
awesome! Who wouldn’t want to be with 
Ellen all the time?” Not to be outdone, 
Ellen gushed, “It’s corny, but [Portia’s] 
my soul mate. She’s my everything, and I 
don’t know what I’d do without her.”

Privately, insiders 
feel the relationship 
may have been 
doomed from 
the start. Portia, 
who was married 
to documentary 
filmmaker Mel 
Metcalfe for three 
years before he 
ran off with her 
brother’s wife in 
1999, “has always 
been attracted 
to both men and 
women,” the 
source says, adding 

that the fragile, insecure Portia and the 
domineering Ellen make an unlikely pair. 
“They are so different. Some of their 

closest friends say they were never 
right for each other.”

Perhaps Ellen is ready to move 
on too. “She does love Portia, 
but she’s been telling people it’s 
gotten tougher keeping up with the 
demands of the relationship,” the 
source says. 

If Portia proceeds with the 
divorce, things could turn ugly. 
With Ellen’s $75 million salary 
and an astounding net worth of 
$330 million, Portia — whose own 
fortune amounts to a comparatively 
paltry $20 million — stands to walk 
away with a hefty settlement, since 
the couple do not have a prenup. 

Friends are holding out hope 
that the marriage might be saved. 
“People in their close circle think 
Portia is just bluffing, and even if 
she isn’t, they think she will end up 
recommitting to Ellen,” says the 
insider. “But Portia has made it clear 
that if they do get back together, 
Ellen will have to meet her half 
way, or it’s over for good!” H

“Portia is 
sick and 
tired of 

feeling like 
Ellen is never 
on her side”

— a friend tells Star

A PATTERN OF 
 INSTABILITY? 
After Ellen’s three-year relationship with 
the actress Anne Heche ended in 2000, 
Heche went on a post-breakup bender and 
was found wandering the streets in her 
underwear, reportedly high on ecstasy. Now 
in a relationship with her Men in Trees costar 
James Tupper (above), Heche admitted to a 
history of mental illness in her 2001 memoir, 
Call Me Crazy, leading some to wonder 
whether Ellen is drawn to fragile women out 
of a need to feel superior and in control.

Ellen made a goofy video, De Bold, De 
Beautiful, De Rossi, reenacting her life 
with Portia, including their August 
2008 nuptials at their L.A. home.
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Celebrity

THERE’S NO BETTER WAY TO LIVE LIKE A

CELEBRITY THAN TO SNAP UP ONE OF THEIR

INSANELY LAVISH HOMES, SO GRAB YOUR

CHECKBOOK AND TAKE YOUR PICK!
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Bob Hope’s iconic, ultramodern 
Palm Springs estate can be yours for 
just $25 million. Yes, that’s a bargain. 

It originally listed for $50 million!



REAL
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Celebrity

Jay Z & Beyoncé’sJay Z & Beyoncé’sJay Z & Beyoncé’s

HAMPTONS 
RENTAL!

You’d have to fork over nearly 
double what Jay Z and Beyoncé double what Jay Z and Beyoncé 
did, but you can rent the lavish did, but you can rent the lavish 
$43 million Bridgehampton mega$43 million Bridgehampton mega
mansion where their daughter Blue mansion where their daughter Blue 
Ivy spent her first summer, in 2012. Ivy spent her first summer, in 2012. 
Situated on 11.5 acres at 612 Halsey Situated on 11.5 acres at 612 Halsey 
Lane, Sandcastle Estate includes Lane, Sandcastle Estate includes 
a 31,000squarefoot, threelevel a 31,000squarefoot, threelevel 
main house with 12 bedrooms and main house with 12 bedrooms and 
baths. But who wants to sleep when baths. But who wants to sleep when 
there are tennis courts, a 60bythere are tennis courts, a 60by
20foot pool with an underwater 20foot pool with an underwater 
stereo system and a karaoke stereo system and a karaoke 
stage, not to mention kidfriendly stage, not to mention kidfriendly 
amenities like a bowling alley, rockamenities like a bowling alley, rock
climbing wall, skateboarding halfclimbing wall, skateboarding half
pipe and “performing area” with a pipe and “performing area” with a 
DJ space? There’s even an onsite DJ space? There’s even an onsite 
ATM so you can check to see how ATM so you can check to see how 
much you’re overdrawn! much you’re overdrawn! 

$$$1,000,000

The 10-seat screening room 
has interactive recliners — 
and a “planetarium” ceiling 

with stars and constellations. 

A MONTH
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HOWARD STERN summers in a 16,000
squarefoot Tudorstyle Southampton squarefoot Tudorstyle Southampton 
mansion, which features a colossal master mansion, which features a colossal master 
bedroom, a wine cellar and tasting room, bedroom, a wine cellar and tasting room, 
and an infinity pool. The Shock Jock’s and an infinity pool. The Shock Jock’s 
address is jokeworthy — 17 Squabble Lane! address is jokeworthy — 17 Squabble Lane! 

MEET THE  
NEIGHBORS

YOU CAN’T HANG IN 
THE HAMPTONS THE HAMPTONS 

WITHOUT BUMPING INTO WITHOUT BUMPING INTO 
HOLLYWOOD ALISTERS.HOLLYWOOD ALISTERS.

MATT LAUER snapped up Strongheart, MATT LAUER snapped up Strongheart, 
Richard Gere’s 6.3acre waterfront estate in Richard Gere’s 6.3acre waterfront estate in 
North Haven for $36.5 million, about half the North Haven for $36.5 million, about half the 
original asking price. The 19,000squarefoot original asking price. The 19,000squarefoot 
house will save Matt even more money — house will save Matt even more money — 
it’s geothermal and energy efficient!it’s geothermal and energy efficient!

KELLY RIPA and her husband, Mark KELLY RIPA and her husband, Mark 
Consuelos, bought their relatively modest Consuelos, bought their relatively modest 
5,572squarefoot Southampton Hills 5,572squarefoot Southampton Hills 
Court estate back in 2004 for a steal at Court estate back in 2004 for a steal at 
$2.35 million. Plenty of space to relax and $2.35 million. Plenty of space to relax and 
plot revenge against Michael Strahan...plot revenge against Michael Strahan...

A two-lane bowling A two-lane bowling 
alley has overhead alley has overhead 

flat screens that tally flat screens that tally 
strikes, spares and splits.strikes, spares and splits.

No fights over what to watch — the lower-No fights over what to watch — the lower-
level media room has five plasma screens.level media room has five plasma screens.

Black-and-white 
coffered ceilings with 

modern recessed lighting 
crown the family room. 
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Emily & John’s

MOD 
MANSE!

Believe it or not, Jimmy Kimmel once 
gift-wrapped this modern masterpiece gift-wrapped this modern masterpiece 
as a Christmas prank on its owners, as a Christmas prank on its owners, 
John Krasinski and Emily Blunt. (Talk John Krasinski and Emily Blunt. (Talk 
about a gift that keeps on giving; they about a gift that keeps on giving; they 
bought the spread in 2009 for just bought the spread in 2009 for just 
$1.86 million!) Nestled in a canyon, $1.86 million!) Nestled in a canyon, 
the three-story, six-bedroom West the three-story, six-bedroom West 
Hollywood home features a pool, a Hollywood home features a pool, a 
roof deck, a gym, five bathrooms, and roof deck, a gym, five bathrooms, and 
lots of lounging room. The couple lots of lounging room. The couple 
are reportedly headed for the East are reportedly headed for the East 
Coast —where, in the dead of winter, Coast —where, in the dead of winter, 
they’ll no doubt remember this place they’ll no doubt remember this place 
and say: What were we thinking?!and say: What were we thinking?!

Exposed brick appears Exposed brick appears 
throughout the house,  throughout the house,  
along with striking floor- along with striking floor- 
to-ceiling windows.to-ceiling windows.

With a kitchen bar and a With a kitchen bar and a 
dining room big enough to dining room big enough to 
seat 10, this spread is made seat 10, this spread is made 

forfor entertaining.entertaining.

$$7,500,0007,500,000



The 4,700-square-
foot home sits on 
a third of an acre, 
with views of the 

Sunset Strip.

Britney’sBritney’sBritney’s

COOL 
CASA!

Until recently, it was in the driveway of 
this Thousand Oaks monster mansion this Thousand Oaks monster mansion 
that Britney Spears parked her Bugattis that Britney Spears parked her Bugattis 
and Maseratis. (Thanks to her Las Vegas and Maseratis. (Thanks to her Las Vegas 
residency money, she’s upgraded to an residency money, she’s upgraded to an 
even bigger hulk in nearby Westlake even bigger hulk in nearby Westlake 
Village.) The 8,500-square-foot Spanish-Village.) The 8,500-square-foot Spanish-
style spread boasts a huge covered style spread boasts a huge covered 
patio and pool, as well as movie and patio and pool, as well as movie and 
game rooms and two offices. Its five game rooms and two offices. Its five 
bedrooms include a master suite with bedrooms include a master suite with 
two walk-in closets — more than two walk-in closets — more than 
enough room to house the world’s enough room to house the world’s 
largest crop top collection! largest crop top collection! 
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It seems like just yesterday 
that Kylie left mama Kris’ 
house for this Calabasas 
crib, which can comfortably 
house five Tygas. She bought 
it a year ago for $2.6 million 
and remodeled the  interiors 
Kardashian-style — in other 
words, you’ll be paying 
$1.3 million for a lot of 
black, white and gray.

Kylie’s
STARTER 

DIGS!

Britney’s house is 
characterized by massive 
rooms and high ceilings.

$$$$3,900,0003,900,000

$$$$8,995,0008,995,000



Diva Céline Dion’s heart will go on, just not in Florida. She 
had her ginormous Jupiter Island estate custom built in had her ginormous Jupiter Island estate custom built in 
2010 — and put it on the market just three years later for 2010 — and put it on the market just three years later for 
$72.5 million. With the death of her beloved husband, $72.5 million. With the death of her beloved husband, 
René Angélil, in January, Céline decided to live in Las Vegas René Angélil, in January, Céline decided to live in Las Vegas 
full time, so she slashed the price by almost $30 million. full time, so she slashed the price by almost $30 million. 

Located at 215 South Beach Road on five and a Located at 215 South Beach Road on five and a 
half acres, the remarkable residence was designed to half acres, the remarkable residence was designed to 
indulge Céline and René’s desire for luxurious living. The indulge Céline and René’s desire for luxurious living. The 
10,000-square-foot main house features five bedrooms 10,000-square-foot main house features five bedrooms 
with five en suite bathrooms. The master suite includes with five en suite bathrooms. The master suite includes 
an enormous closet fitted with automated carousels an enormous closet fitted with automated carousels 
for shoes and clothing. There are also five individual for shoes and clothing. There are also five individual 
pavilions for guests and a tennis house with a simulated pavilions for guests and a tennis house with a simulated 
golf range (begging the question: Couldn’t she afford to golf range (begging the question: Couldn’t she afford to 
add a real golf course?). add a real golf course?). 

But the real showstopper here is the water: If a  But the real showstopper here is the water: If a  
415-foot stretch of sandy white Atlantic Ocean beach 415-foot stretch of sandy white Atlantic Ocean beach 
isn’t enough, the property also boasts a resort-quality isn’t enough, the property also boasts a resort-quality 
500,000-gallon water park. There are several pools, of 500,000-gallon water park. There are several pools, of 
course, including an infinity pool with an ocean view, course, including an infinity pool with an ocean view, 
and a sleep-in pool house with a massage room. If that and a sleep-in pool house with a massage room. If that 
doesn’t “wet” a billionaire’s appetite, what will?doesn’t “wet” a billionaire’s appetite, what will?

REAL
ESTATE!

Celebrity

Céline’s Céline’s TITANIC 
COMPOUND!

With opposing hoops on 
the sidelines, the tennis 
court can also become a 

basketball court!

Céline’s Bahamian-style 
estate, with its own water 
wonderland, is on ultra-
exclusive Jupiter Island, 
where celeb neighbors 
include Michael Jordan. 
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The open-plan kitchen 
stretches before a wall 

of windows, with a 
spectacular ocean view. 

Watch the sunset 
reflect on the water reflect on the water 

while curled up at the while curled up at the 
fabulous fireplace in fabulous fireplace in 

the round. the round. 

A lazy, man-made A lazy, man-made 
river winds its way river winds its way 
through the entire through the entire 
estate and leads to estate and leads to 
the largest of the the largest of the 
property’s pools.property’s pools.

Talk about 
a backyard 

Slip N Slide! 

WATER, WATER

EVERYWHERE!

$45,500,000



REAL
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Celebrity

Just say aah! The 
spaworthy bathroom spaworthy bathroom 

has a Jacuzzi tub and a has a Jacuzzi tub and a 
separate walk-in shower. separate walk-in shower. 

The couple’s The couple’s 
furniture, which furniture, which 
includes a includes a 
pool table and pool table and 
a collection a collection 
of pinball of pinball 
machines, is also machines, is also 
on sale.on sale.

$5,500,0005,500,000
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Adam & Behati’sAdam & Behati’s

OPEN 
HOUSE!
Now that happy parents-to-be 
Adam Levine and Behati Prinsloo Adam Levine and Behati Prinsloo 
will need a nursery for their new will need a nursery for their new 
arrival, it’s time to say farewell arrival, it’s time to say farewell 
to their New York City loft. to their New York City loft. 
Overlooking Greene Street in Overlooking Greene Street in 
the chic SoHo neighborhood, the the chic SoHo neighborhood, the 
2,800-square-foot, one-bedroom 2,800-square-foot, one-bedroom 
apartment dates back to the early apartment dates back to the early 
1900s and boasts period details like 1900s and boasts period details like 
cast-iron columns and radiators, as cast-iron columns and radiators, as 
well as beautifully restored wood well as beautifully restored wood 
floors and exposed brick walls. But floors and exposed brick walls. But 
the real wow factor is the wide-the real wow factor is the wide-
open space: 13-foot ceilings and open space: 13-foot ceilings and 
oversize sky-high windows. Talk oversize sky-high windows. Talk 
about a room with a view!about a room with a view!

The bright, spacious master The bright, spacious master 
bedroom has high glass panels bedroom has high glass panels 

and a roomy walk-in closet.and a roomy walk-in closet.

Tommy Lee’sTommy Lee’sTommy Lee’s

ROCKIN’ RETREAT!
Mötley Crüe drummer Tommy Lee has a brand-new release — his over-the-
top, tricked-out hillside mansion in Calabasas, Calif. Located on a cul-de-sac in top, tricked-out hillside mansion in Calabasas, Calif. Located on a cul-de-sac in 
the gated enclave of Vista Pointe, the three-story, 9,991-square-foot property the gated enclave of Vista Pointe, the three-story, 9,991-square-foot property 
sits on 2.8 elevated acres with stunning views of the San Fernando Valley from sits on 2.8 elevated acres with stunning views of the San Fernando Valley from 
nearly all of its five bedrooms, which open onto private patios and decks nearly all of its five bedrooms, which open onto private patios and decks 
overlooking a piano-shaped swimming pool. overlooking a piano-shaped swimming pool. 

The open-plan living, dining and entertaining spaces all revolve around a The open-plan living, dining and entertaining spaces all revolve around a 
two-story atrium with a waterfall koi pond, mini bamboo grove and a snazzy, two-story atrium with a waterfall koi pond, mini bamboo grove and a snazzy, 
retractable glass roof. In true punk-glam fashion, the master bedroom (below) retractable glass roof. In true punk-glam fashion, the master bedroom (below) 
has black wall-to-wall carpeting and an en-suite bathroom outfitted with a has black wall-to-wall carpeting and an en-suite bathroom outfitted with a 
raised hot tub and mirrored ceiling. Oh, and there’s even a gilded wine room — raised hot tub and mirrored ceiling. Oh, and there’s even a gilded wine room — 
just the thing when partying with your crew.just the thing when partying with your crew.

Rustic wood beams hover over 
the sunken living room, just off 
the formal dining area and fully 

equipped chef’s kitchen.

The 3,000-square-foot garage 
has been converted to a state-

of-the-art recording studio. 

$$5,995,0005,995,000
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Leo’s

DESERT 
OASIS!

It shouldn’t come as a surprise that 
movie star man-child Leonardo movie star man-child Leonardo 
DiCaprio wanted a piece of DiCaprio wanted a piece of 
Hollywood’s playground. The Oscar Hollywood’s playground. The Oscar 
winner purchased the sprawling 1.34-winner purchased the sprawling 1.34-
acre Palm Springs, Calif., compound acre Palm Springs, Calif., compound 
in 2014, complete with spa facilities, in 2014, complete with spa facilities, 
a pool and a 7,022-square-foot mid-a pool and a 7,022-square-foot mid-
century mansion. With six bedrooms century mansion. With six bedrooms 
and a cocktail bar in the living room, and a cocktail bar in the living room, 
it would make the perfect crash pad it would make the perfect crash pad 
for Leo’s Brat Pack, but the actor has for Leo’s Brat Pack, but the actor has 
other plans (sorry, Lukas Haas!). He’s other plans (sorry, Lukas Haas!). He’s 
renting it out to the public — blonde renting it out to the public — blonde 
supermodels not included. supermodels not included. 

Doubles, anyone? With a Doubles, anyone? With a 
flood-lit tennis court and flood-lit tennis court and 

mountain views, Leo’s mountain views, Leo’s 
digs put your Coachella digs put your Coachella 

Airbnb to shame.Airbnb to shame.

Guests must walk or sail to 
their built-on-water villas.
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A real Hollywood  
pedigree: Dinah Shore  

built the home in 1964. 

There may be floor-to-ceiling 
windows, but don’t worry 
about the paps: The estate 
has a gated service entrance.

Leo’s

ECO 
ISLAND!ISLAND!ISLAND!

He’s ready to take the plunge! Eleven 
years after adding Blackadore Caye 
to his real estate portfolio, Leo has 
announced that come 2018, the 104 
acres of wild land will be transformed 
into a full-fledged environmental resort. 
While 45 percent of the Belize island 
will be a conservation area, guests will 
have access to jungle, a mile of secluded 
beach and a series of wellness programs. 
Upon arrival, they’ll also go through 
an ecology orientation program  — 
presumably to forget about all the jet 
fuel they just burned to get there.

$$4,5004,500
A NIGHTA NIGHT
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J.Lo’sJ.Lo’s

LIFE OF 
LUXURY!

Jennifer Lopez has had enough of 
being a Valley girl. The diva is selling her being a Valley girl. The diva is selling her 
outrageously decked-out 17,129-square-outrageously decked-out 17,129-square-
foot Hidden Hills, Calif., estate at a foot Hidden Hills, Calif., estate at a 
bargain, shaving $4.5 million off her bargain, shaving $4.5 million off her 
original asking price. In addition to original asking price. In addition to 
nine bedroom suites and 13 baths, the nine bedroom suites and 13 baths, the 
3.1-acre guard-gated property has a 3.1-acre guard-gated property has a 
professional recording studio, a dance professional recording studio, a dance 
studio/gym and a 20-seat theater. And studio/gym and a 20-seat theater. And 
with an eight-car garage and a motor with an eight-car garage and a motor 
court that holds up to 20 vehicles, other court that holds up to 20 vehicles, other 
Jennies will never have to drive around Jennies will never have to drive around 
the block to find a spot!the block to find a spot!

The grounds include a resort-The grounds include a resort-
style swimming pool and style swimming pool and 

spa, rolling lawns, children’s spa, rolling lawns, children’s 
play area and access to  play area and access to  

horse trails.horse trails.

A handsome wood-
paneled library sits off the 
cozy, informal living room.

The rustic kitchen has a casual 
dining island and opens to an 

outdoor living room.

$12,500,000



Just because 
you can’t see it 
doesn’t mean 
it’s not there.
Although it’s more common in older women, ovarian cancer 

aff ects women of all ages, even in their 20s. There is no early 

detection test, and symptoms can be subtle. But while you 

can’t see it, you can take steps to get ahead of it by knowing 

your risk factors. Family history of cancer and presence of 

gene mutations like BRCA are risk factors, so talk to your 

family and your doctor. This information makes you less 

likely to ignore vague signs that could indicate disease. 

Meanwhile, promising collaborative research 

will continue to shed light on new advances in 

diagnosis and treatment of ovarian cancer. 

To learn more about symptoms, 

risk factors and research go to

SU2C.org/ovarian

Stand Up To Cancer is a program of the Entertainment Industry Foundation, 
a 501(c)(3) non-profi t organization.a 501(c)(3) non-profi t organization.

Minnie Driver

Stand Up To Cancer Ambassador

Photo by Martin Schoeller
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MARRIAGE 
MELTDOWN

NICOLAS 
CAGE

Lisa and Nicolas 
had a whirlwind 
romance while 

she was engaged 
to rocker John 
Oszajca. Their 
2002 marriage 

lasted 108 days.

MICHAEL 
JACKSON

Lisa Marie first 
met Michael 

when she was 7. 
They wed 20 days 
after her divorce 
from Danny and 

were together 
two years.

DANNY 
KEOUGH 

Lisa Marie wed 
the bassist 

in 1988, and 
they had two 

children. They 
split after 

six years and 
remain close.

ELVIS’ DAUGHTER IS DIVORCING HER ALLEGED MONEY-SQUANDERING 
HUSBAND AND DETERMINED TO GET CUSTODY OF THEIR KIDS. 

W
HEN it came time to 
dump husband No. 4, 
it was now or never for 
Lisa Marie Presley. On 
June 24, the only child 

of Elvis and Priscilla Presley — and 
sole heir to his $300 million fortune — 
filed for divorce from guitarist Michael 

Lockwood, her husband of 10 years. 
Although Lisa Marie seemed to flip‑flop 

two days later, changing her petition to 
a legal separation, this was most likely 
about meeting jurisdiction requirements, 
not second thoughts. “They’re not trying 
to get back together,” asserts her attorney, 
Ronald Litz. “She’s done!”

ALL SHOOK UP

Lisa Marie, 48, has never known a 
moment without enormous wealth and 
the glare of the limelight, circumstances 
that no doubt affected her previous three 
marriages (see below). Yet it did seem 
as if she’d found true love with Michael, 
55, a humble musician who’d worked on 
her Now What album. “He takes care of 
everything,” Lisa Marie gushed over her 

guy early on. “I’m just amazed at how 
much he takes on and deals with.” 

They married in 2006, without a prenup, 
and the confidence Lisa Marie had in her 
husband led her to hand him complete 
control of their finances. They seemed to 
live simply, and largely under the radar, in 
homes she owned in L.A., Tennessee and 
England. Few seemed to know what was 
going on behind closed doors, but a source 
familiar with the couple tells Star that as 
time went on, Lisa “began to feel beaten 
down in the marriage.” 

On June 13, an argument erupted, “and 
when money came up, Michael stormed 
out,” the insider reports. After he left, Lisa 
Marie took a peek at their financial situa‑
tion — and was floored. “Boy, did she get 
a shock!” says her friend. “In her view, 
he’d squandered away a huge chunk of her 
fortune.” In one month alone, he report‑
edly ran up a $109,000 credit card bill! 

Although Michael had eventually 
signed a post‑nuptial agreement, “none 
of her family or friends had a clue what 
he was spending, and neither did she,” 
says the source. Lisa Marie’s legal team 

has reportedly opened a forensic audit to 
fully investigate where the money went 
during their marriage.

HARD-HEARTED WOMAN

Sadly, Lisa Marie has also come to 
mistrust Michael around their twin 
daughters, Harper and Finley, 7. She is 
going for full custody and requested that 
he be monitored when with the girls. 
“There are some problems with him 
being a good father,” claims her lawyer 
Litz. Adds the insider: “She simply 
doesn’t believe he’ll take care of their 
children properly.” 

That’s if he even bothers to see them. 
Michael is reportedly refusing to disclose 
his location so he can’t be served with 
papers, but Lisa Marie’s camp says she is 
committed to seeing the divorce through. 

“She grew up in a fairy tale, but she’s 
toughened up,” the insider explains. “She 
thought she was set for life, and now she’s 
scared for her financial future. It seems 
Michael had her fooled, so she’s had to find 
new courage. She’s determined to protect 
her girls and what’s left of her assets.” H 

Lisa Marie’s

LISA MARIE’S MARITAL TRACK RECORD



Nothing But A 
Hound Dog?
“Toward the end of their 
relationship, he treated her 
like dirt,” a source close to 
Lisa Marie says of Michael.

Single Mama
Lisa Marie has 

reportedly 
expressed fears 

that Michael is an 
“unsafe father” and 

her top priority 
now is to protect 

her 7-year-old twin 
daughters.



E
VER since officially 

coupling up in 

January — shortly 

after he was diagnosed 

with diabetes — Rob 

Kardashian has been 

telling the world that Blac 

Chyna is helping him slim 

down. They’ve posted emoji-

laden images of the lean meats 

and steamed veggies she’s been 

cooking for him, as well as shots 

of him hitting the treadmill. Blac 

even hooked Rob up with her personal 

trainer, Chris Jinna.

And the efforts seemed to be pay-

ing off. Rob, who’d tipped the scales 

at 298 lbs when he and Blac first got 

together, had dropped 50 lbs by the 

time they announced their engage-

ment on April 4. But Blac wasn’t sat-

isfied with her slimmer sweetie. “Do 

you give me permission to train you 

…She’s Got 

His Back Fat
Blac has been “all for 
it!” when it comes 
to liposuction 
treatments for Rob, 
says a source. “She 
even introduced 
him to her plastic 
surgeon. Blac wants 
Rob to look good on 
their big day.” 

 FEB. 18 

RobÕsSEC

E
VER ffi i ll

SURG

FEB. 18

Two months 
after diabetes 
landed him in the 
hospital, Rob is 
photographed 
leaving a plastic 
surgeon’s office.
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HE’S PRETENDING TO 
GET IN SHAPE FOR HIS 
WEDDING BY DIETING 
AND EXERCISING, BUT 
HE’S REALLY BEEN 
RESORTING TO A FAR 
FASTER — AND LESS 
STRENUOUS— 
FAMILY TRADITION.

 MAY 18  JUNE 27 

every day?” Blac asked her new fiancé in 

an Instagram video, before Rob replied, 

“Of course.”

Pound for pound, the couple has cer-

tainly played it up for the cameras — their 

docuseries is filming 

now — and the weight-

loss love story would be 

inspiring, if only it were 

true. Star has learned that 

Rob is doing just what 

his sisters have been ac-

cused of: faking it. “He’s 

spending a fortune on 

liposuction treatements, 

and he’ll keep getting them, all the way up 

to the wedding,” reveals a close insider. 

LOSING IT THE LAZY WAY 
Rob has declared a goal weight of 200 lbs 

for his upcoming nuptials, which are 

rumored to be set for August and will, of 

course, be televised. But if he ever did 

step on a treadmill at Blac’s urging, he 

appears to have started seeking more 

radical fixes as early as Feb. 18, when he 

and Blac were spotted leaving the Epione 

Cosmetic Laser Center in L.A., where 

lipo is a specialty. 

“They were having 

consultations,” says the 

insider. “Now he’s hav-

ing excess fat sucked out 

from his back, butt, arms, 

belly, chest, chin, neck — 

everywhere!”

By May, the effect of 

the lipo treatments was 

clearly visible. In just six weeks, Rob 

appeared to have lost another 30 lbs — a 

Kardashian record — and looked bet-

ter than he had in years. His waist was 

narrower and his double chin was all 

but gone. “Still got a lot of work to do 

and weight to lose but glad I’m getting 

better,” he proudly Instagrammed. 

BULGING BACK
Rob “getting better” would be good 

news indeed, but the source says it’s just 

not true. “He’s drinking and smoking a 

lot of pot and always has the munchies. 

He’s gorging on everything!” explains 

the insider, adding that Blac’s pregnancy 

cravings have made it harder for Rob 

to avoid binge-eating. And sadly, Rob 

appears to be gaining back the pounds he 

lost through lipo.

Evidence of that seemed plain enough 

on June 27, when Rob went to party at 

Dave & Buster’s for Khloé Kardashian’s 

32nd birthday — and looked as chunky 

as he had back in April. Ironically, 

Rob has made fun of his sisters’ many 

procedures in the past, but the source 

says he’s now singing a different tune. 

“He won’t work out or give up junk food, 

so he’ll be having more lipo,” insists the 

friend. “I wouldn’t be surprised if he 

wound up addicted to it, just like Kim.” H 

SECRET

APRIL 6

Rob Instagrams 
this shot, 
claiming to have 
dropped 50 lbs 
thanks to Blac’s 
“motivation.”

MAY 18

Rob looks 
noticeably 
slimmer as 
he steps out 
to shop for 
luggage.

JUNE 27

Despite his lipo 
treatments, Rob 
appears to have 
regained much 
of his pre–Blac 
Chyna weight.

A
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SECRET
RGERIES

Rob’s Twitter account doesn’t 
mention how he’s losing all 
that weight.



In the Hot Seat

The Inglourious Basterds

star is a motorcycle lover 

(he has 10 of them, including 

a $385,000 World War II

Nazi sidecar). But he had his

eyes — and hands — on the

ladies at the Silverado, Calif.,

bike show on June 26.BRAD
GONEGONE
WILD!WILD!

IT SEEMS HE JUST 
CAN’T KEEP HIS 
HANDS OFF THE 

LADIES. BRAD PITT’S 
LATEST FLIRTY 

ESCAPADE FUELS 
SPECULATION 

ABOUT HIS 
AND ANGIE’S 

MARITAL WOES.

“Brad was loving 

all the attention,”

said a fellow bike

show visitor.

Look away, 
Angie!
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T
HE signs of a widening rift 
between Brad Pitt and wife 
Angelina Jolie just keep  getting 
stronger. On June 26, only a 
week after ditching his family 

on Father’s Day to spend 
the weekend at the 
Le Mans race, Brad was 
spotted having some 
more motorhead “me” 
time — at the Born-Free 
Vintage Chopper and 
Classic Cycle Show in 
Silverado, Calif. And this 
time around, he wasn’t 
exactly alone.

“He was chugging beers, 
letting loose and having a 
great time with the ladies,” 
an eyewitness tells Star. 
“The biker babes were flock-
ing to him for photos and 
autographs, and he was lov-
ing it. There were a couple of 
brunette girls he spent a lot 
of time talking to. He seemed 
like he was in his element, 

flirting around, completely comfortable 
getting up close and personal with them!”

 Not surprisingly, Angie was  nowhere 
to be seen. 

“He didn’t mention her once,” says the 
showgoer. “He was more into the women 
and the motorcycles.” 

BITTER END
While Brad’s day of beer, babes and  
bikes hardly amounts to an infidelity,  
it comes on the heels of Star’s report  
that the  couple’s two-year marriage  
and 11-year relationship is in a tailspin, 
having reached such a critical point  
that they allegedly met  separately with 
divorce lawyers on June 21. 

That new low came after more than a 
year of reports that the celebrity couple 
has been facing a slew of relationship 
struggles, including rumors of infideli-
ties on both sides, and fights over  Angie’s 
fragile health and her refusal to ease 
up on her breakneck schedule for both 
her film career and her role as a United 
 Nations special envoy. The 5-foot-7 
actress has reportedly dropped to an 

all time low of 79 pounds and “is barely 
 eating and sleeping” says an insider, 
 adding that the problem has only grown 
worse as her marriage deteriorates.

“At this point, people are starting 
to wonder if what Angie needs to be 
healthy again is for her marriage to 
 finally end,” says the source. “Maybe  
then she’ll actually move on.” 

A NEW NORMAL
In the past, it was common to see the 
whole family out at events, but Brad 
and Angie haven’t been photographed 
 together since March 19, and insiders say 
that’s no accident. 

“I’d get used to scenes like this,” Star’s 
source says of the images of a carefree 
Brad posing with crowds of adoring 
 females. “We’ll probably be seeing a lot of 
more of them. You may see him out with 
Angie and the kids doing  family stuff, 
but you’ll see more of him flying solo. 
He went to the motorcycle event so he 
could get out of the house. He’s tired of 
fighting, and trying to do the things that 
used to make him happy.” H 
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Mommy Time
As Brad spends more time 
away from home, Angie is 
reportedly trying to offer 
extra support and assurance 
to their children, like treating 
Maddox and Knox to a 
minivacation in New York City.

WHERE’S

DAD
BRAD?
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PREGNAN

BOMBSHELL!

R GNNA
BUT LIAM WON’T MARRPRE

OMB

Miley’s

UT LI
POP WILD CHILD MILEY CYRUS IS TELLING

HER CLOSEST FRIENDS THAT SHE’S HAVING

LIAM HEMSWORTH’S BABY — BUT SHE’S IN

FOR A RUDE AWAKENING IF SHE THINKS

HE’S READY TO TIE THE KNOT.

That’s the Daddy!
“Miley’s been thinking 
about getting pregnant by 
Liam for the longest time,” 
a source tells Star. “That 
could be — could be — the 
only thing that would 
compel Liam to head 
down the aisle with her.”
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S
URE, you had to navigate your 

way through the usual album’s 

worth of her sticking out her 

tongue, making faces and 

occasionally posing with what 

appeared to be an interesting 

hand-rolled cigarette. But there they were, 

about nine weeks ago, featured promi-

nently on her Instagram account: photos of 

Miley Cyrus looking serious and indulg-

ing in some seriously impressive yoga. A 

source tells Star that the timing and subject 

matter of the pics slyly underscore what 

the saucy pop superstar has been claiming 

to her closest friends — that she’s preg-

nant by her on-again Aussie boyfriend, 

Hunger Games hunk Liam Hemsworth!

“Miley started quietly telling her pals 

that she was having a baby with Liam just 

about two months ago — right around the 

time she posted the yoga photos,” claims 

the source. “I think that was Miley getting 

the point across that she knows she’s going 

to have to tone down her wild ways and 

stay healthy, given her condition, and that 

she’s ready and willing to do whatever it 

takes. Everyone knows that she’s out of 

her mind over Liam — she always says, 

‘This is the man I want to spend the rest 

of my life with!’ — so it doesn’t surprise 

me at all that she may have let herself get 

pregnant by him, even at her young age.”

ANT...NT
MARRY HER!

Miley with then-
boyfriend Patrick in 

November 2014.
SHE’S BEEN 
BABY CRAZY 
BEFORE
Liam isn’t the only 
man who’s spurred on 
 Miley’s motherhood 
instincts. She 
reportedly told friends 
that she wanted to 
have a child with 
actor/model Patrick 
 Schwarzenegger, 22 — 
the son of  Arnold 
 Schwarzenegger and 
Maria Shriver — while 
they were dating    
in- between her 
 romances with Liam.

But if Miley, 23, is under theBut if Miley, 23, is under the impression impressionBut if Miley, 23, is under the impression 

that having his baby will be the magic 

formula that finally gets dreamy Liam, 

26, to walk her down the aisle, she could 

be in for a chilly wake-up call!

GOWN AND OUT?
Miley and Liam began dating in 2009, 

and he proposed to her three years later. 

But that engagement ended when the 

couple split in late 2013. They reunited 

this past December, and as the summer 

approached, whispers about their plans 

for a beachside wedding in Australia grew 

more and more frequent.

However, claims the source, “all the 

recent chatter about their wedding plans 

has been dished out by 

Miley’s buddies; it’s 

like if they talk about it 

enough,enough, they’ll make it so. But Liam has they’llenough, they’ll make it so. But Liam has makeenough, they’ll make it so. But Liam has itenough, they’ll make it so. But Liam has so. Butenough, they’ll make it so. But Liam has Liamenough, they’ll make it so. But Liam has hasenough, they’ll make it so. But Liam has 

yet to publicly acknowledge anything con-

cerning he and Miley tying the knot, and 

I think the reason is obvious: Liam loves 

Miley, but he does not want to settle down 

right now, because he’s not sure she’s the 

same girl he originally fell in love with.

“They have a lot of fun together and 

some wild times behind closed doors. But 

their relationship is actually quite volatile, 

because Miley can go from crying her 

eyes out over how much she adores Liam, 

to screaming in his face and calling him 

names. Even after all this time, I don’t 

think they can be around each other 

24/7 — let alone get married.”

ON AND OFFSPRING
But if Miley is indeed carrying Liam’s 

child — an insider says she and her mom, 

Tish Cyrus, recently 

visited two baby supply 

stores together, and that 

Miley has been spending 

“a small fortune” online 

at Babies “R” Us — there 

is certainly the chance 

that it could force a 

change in Liam’s outlook, 

the source admits.

“Liam is a good guy,” 

the source tells Star. “If it’s 

true that he’s going to be 

a father, he probably will 

give in to Miley’s greatest 

wish and marry her. That’s 

why his family is wonder-

ing if Miley didn’t plan this 

as a ‘happy accident.’” H IN
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WHAT A
POSER! 
A few weeks ago — 
right around the time 
she began telling her 
pals she was preg-
nant — Miley posted 
pics of herself 
doing yoga to her 
Instagram account. 
“It was like a subtle 
message that she had 
realized the time had 
arrived for her to live 
a healthier lifestyle,” 
says the source. 
“That’s obviously a 
big change for her.”
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GOOD LOVE GONE BAD

CLEANS OU
TanyaTanya
 Tucker Tucker TuckerT

Country music icon Tanya Tucker was just 13 when she burst onto the charts with 
her 1972 smash “Delta Dawn.” It’s been quite the roller-coaster ride in the 44 years her 1972 smash “Delta Dawn.” It’s been quite the roller-coaster ride in the 44 years 
since for the Texas-born hellcat, who once proudly claimed that she was “the wildest since for the Texas-born hellcat, who once proudly claimed that she was “the wildest 
thing out there. I could stay up longer, drink more and kick the biggest ass in town!” thing out there. I could stay up longer, drink more and kick the biggest ass in town!” 
But along with garnering a slew of No. 1 hits and Grammy nominations, Tanya But along with garnering a slew of No. 1 hits and Grammy nominations, Tanya 
endured rocky high-profile romances, battles with alcohol and drug abuse and endured rocky high-profile romances, battles with alcohol and drug abuse and 
depression, and a disfiguring accident during a chemical peel gone horribly wrong in depression, and a disfiguring accident during a chemical peel gone horribly wrong in 
2008. It’s taken a while, but Tanya, 57, who’s now back out on tour, seems to have 2008. It’s taken a while, but Tanya, 57, who’s now back out on tour, seems to have 
cleaned those skeletons out of her closet — and she’s not stopping there! The country cleaned those skeletons out of her closet — and she’s not stopping there! The country 
queen just completed the first of four Tennessee estate queen just completed the first of four Tennessee estate 
sales, featuring hundreds of articles of clothing, pieces of sales, featuring hundreds of articles of clothing, pieces of 
jewelry and mementos (even a car and motorcycle!) she’s jewelry and mementos (even a car and motorcycle!) she’s 
acquired over the course of her career. The big-hearted acquired over the course of her career. The big-hearted 
belter is also donating a portion of the proceeds from the belter is also donating a portion of the proceeds from the 
sales to Sweet Relief Musicians Fund, an organization sales to Sweet Relief Musicians Fund, an organization 
that provides financial assistance to struggling industry that provides financial assistance to struggling industry 
members. “I have spent my life collecting these members. “I have spent my life collecting these 
treasures,” says Tanya. “I look forward to others having treasures,” says Tanya. “I look forward to others having 
the opportunity to enjoy them as much as I have.”the opportunity to enjoy them as much as I have.”

Tanya had a volatile 14-month 
relationship with fellow country star 

Glen Campbell (left) in the early ’80s (she 
later claimed in court that he beat her), 

followed by a romance with ill-fated pop 
star Andy Gibb (right), who died at age 30 

in 1988 after years of drug abuse.

On the Road Again
The never-married mom 

of three grown kids, Tanya 
recently began a summer 

tour and is planning the 
release of a new album.

Young Gun
Thirteen-year-old Tanya’s 
1972 hit “Delta Dawn” 
became a No. 1 smash the 
next year for Helen Reddy.



SOME OF THE SWAG TANYA SOLD 
(WINNING AUCTION BIDS LISTED)

OUT HER CLOSET

$27,500

1965 FORD  1965 FORD  
MUSTANG IVY GREEN MUSTANG IVY GREEN MUSTANG IVY GREEN 

CONVERTIBLECONVERTIBLE

’70S VINTAGE PLATFORM SANDALS ’70S VINTAGE PLATFORM SANDALS 
AUTOGRAPHED BY COUNTRY STAR AUTOGRAPHED BY COUNTRY STAR 
CHARLIE DANIELS CHARLIE DANIELS 

$220

1992 CUSTOM HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1992 CUSTOM HARLEY-DAVIDSON 
“SCREAMIN’ EAGLE” XL883“SCREAMIN’ EAGLE” XL883

AMMONS OF EL PASO CUSTOM AMMONS OF EL PASO CUSTOM 
LEATHER COWGIRL BOOTS LEATHER COWGIRL BOOTS 

WITH TANYA’S LOGOWITH TANYA’S LOGO

$6,050

$2,050$255

STERLING SILVER STERLING SILVER 
OCTOPUS PIN WITH OCTOPUS PIN WITH 

MARCASITES AND MARCASITES AND 
AMETHYSTSAMETHYSTS

$145

WILD BILLYE’S WILD BILLYE’S 
STARWEAR STARWEAR 
HAND-PAINTED HAND-PAINTED 
HANK WILLIAMS HANK WILLIAMS 
BLAZERBLAZER

GGGOOD MEDICINE GOOD MEDICINE 
COLLECTION COLLECTION 
HAND-PAINTED HAND-PAINTED 
DEERSKIN DEERSKIN 
ENSEMBLEENSEMBLE

CUSTOM-DYED SUEDE CUSTOM-DYED SUEDE 
ENSEMBLE WITH ENSEMBLE WITH 
MATCHING  MATCHING  
BOOTS AND PURSEBOOTS AND PURSE

$360

$300

TUCKER-ED OUT!
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FASHIONHIONFAF

Bella Thorne
Weather she likes it or not, it’s 

summer! Bella’s outfit on June 26 
was going through seasonal affective 

disorder with a moto jacket and 
boots paired with a bikini top.

Taraji P. Henson
Taraji must have been nervous on 
stage on June 26: The Empire star 
should have been picturing the 

audience in their underwear — not 
the other way around! 

Rihanna
Was the singer inspired by the 
Sound of Music curtain turned 

outfits on May 29? Rihanna, you 
should say So Long, Farewell to this 

tablecloth dress. 

Fash
ion

Faux

Pas
What were they

thinking?!
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Natasha Lyonne 
We’re calling the fashion police! 

On June 16, the Orange Is the New 
Black actress thought her style cred 
would soar with this ruffled frock, 

but we’d say it’s not so fly.

Alexa Chung
The British brunette Brexited her 

house in a rush! Alexa was spotted 
on June 20 in what appears to be 

her grandmother’s hand-me-down 
nightgown.

Nicole Scherzinger
On June 19, Nicole wore an outfit 

with no direction: baggy pants under 
a dress with a panel and loose ties, 
plus a long mesh necklace. Factor 

this out of your closet!
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BEAUTY

Lacquer
The hottest mani-pedi palettes and top

The hottest mani-pedi palettes and top

cquu
st mmani pedi paalett p

tools to help you slay sandal season.

UP
Scarlet polish is always 

in style, but this season’s has 
a specific tint. “True reds are 

typical for the colder months, but 
a red-orange is great for summer,” 

explains Revlon nail expert 
Chelsea King (@chelseaqueen). 

A foolproof way to 
flaunt this trend? 

On your toes!

 “I love neutral polishes 
that have iridescence to 

them —it looks like you did 
something extra special to your 
nails,” says Chelsea. She suggests 
pairing basic shimmery hues with 

long nail beds. “Chips aren’t as 
noticeable with these slightly 

sheer polishes — so go 
for some length!”

Laa
Scarlet l h

 Well RED

“I love neut l

New -TRALS

U
Maybelline 

Color Show in 
An Old Flame, $4, 

drugstores

Revlon
ColorStay Gel Envy 

in Get Lucky, $8, 
drugstores

Essie 
Gel Couture in 

MakeMake the Cut, $12, the Cut, $12,
ulta.com

Chanel
Le Vernis in 

Canotier, $28, 
chanel.com

OPI
Nail Lacquer in It’s 
on the Cloud, $10, 

drugstores

Sally Hansen
Miracle Gel in 
Get Mod, $10, 

drugstores

Ciara
The singer

showcases her 
perfectly 

on-trend polish 
and stunning 
engagement 

sparkler.

“White goes with 
anything, and instantly helps anything, and instantly helps 

you appear more tan,” explains you appear more tan,” explains 
Chelsea, who loves the shade Chelsea, who loves the shade 
on short, square-shaped nails on short, square-shaped nails 
with rounded edges. “Truly with rounded edges. “Truly 
squared-off nails will break squared-off nails will break 
easily because they catch easily because they catch 

on things, so file them on things, so file them 
out slightly.”out slightly.”

““WWhhiit

WHITE Hot

q
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Sole 
FOOD
S
F

UP! Slather on this 
peppermint-laced  

lotion to soothe 
tired tootsies

Bliss Foot Patrol, $18, 
blissworld.com

Wield this electronic file 
in or out of the shower to 
instantly de-flake feet
 Amopé Perfect Wet 
& Dry Electronic Foot 
File, $60, amazon.com 

Snag these high-
tech socks, infused 

with a hydrating 
and healing copper 

thread, to sleep 
your toes soft

Iluminage Skin 
Rejuvenating Socks, $45, 

neimanmarcus.com

Cure cracked heels with a glycolic 
acid peel for your piggies

Baby Foot Exfoliant, 
$25, Target stores

Giuliana
Rancic

The host of 
E!’s Fashion 

Police plays 
matchmaker 
with a white 
mani/pedi.
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RAISERAISERAISE THETHE

Camila Alves
The mom of three has 
good taste! The Yummy 
Spoonfuls cofounder 
was spotted with this 
ready-to-eat pouch of 
baby and toddler food — 
that’s not just for kids!

Make smarter food choices this summer 
with these healthy picks.with these healthy picks.

Chew on this 
biodegradable, 

vegan, kosher gum
Simply Gum Ginger, 

$16 for six packs, $16 for six packs, 
simplygum.comsimplygum.com

Scoop a delicious 
35-calorie serving 

for dessert
Arctic Zero Salted 

Caramel, $8, Caramel, $8, 
arcticzero.com arcticzero.com 

Chomp on a 
gluten- and soy-

free bar made 
with plant-based 
fiber and as much 

protein as a 
medium egg

Curate Sweet & Tart 
Berry Bliss Bar, $2, Berry Bliss Bar, $2, 

target.com target.com 

Sip a 
70-calorie 
fruit-and-

veggie blend 
made with 

no artificial 
flavors

Happy Family 
Shine Organics Shine Organics 
Revive, $6 for Revive, $6 for 
a pack of four, a pack of four, 
Target storesTarget stores

Happy MealsDELIVERED TO YOUR 
 HUNGRY ROOT 
Cook up the fresh, 

nutritious, single-serving nutritious, single-serving 
veggie-based snacks, veggie-based snacks, 

meals and desserts (such meals and desserts (such 
as Carrot Noodles with as Carrot Noodles with 
Tangy Sriracha Peanut Tangy Sriracha Peanut 

and Black Bean Brownie and Black Bean Brownie 
Batter) all in under Batter) all in under 

seven minutes each. seven minutes each. 
Hungry Root From $5, Hungry Root From $5, 

hungryroot.comhungryroot.com

 THRIVE MARKET 

Shop for natural and organic 
products (that are paleo, products (that are paleo, 

gluten-free, raw and vegan) at gluten-free, raw and vegan) at 
25% to 50% off retail prices. 25% to 50% off retail prices. 
Plus, for each paid Plus, for each paid 
membership, one membership, one 
is donated to a is donated to a 
family in need. family in need. 

Thrive Market $60 Thrive Market $60 
yearly membership, yearly membership, 
thrivemarket.comthrivemarket.com



BARBARSnack !
Treat 

yourself to an 
all-organic 

pizza-flavored 
bite that’s high 

in fiber
Go Raw Zesty 

Pizza Sprouted Pizza Sprouted 
Flax Snax, $5.50, Flax Snax, $5.50, 

goraw.comgoraw.com

Bite into a bar that’s the 
equivalent of two full 

servings of fruit
Pressed by Kind Pineapple 

Coconut Chia, $2, Coconut Chia, $2, 
kindsnacks.com kindsnacks.com 

Start your morning with a 
gluten-free, protein-rich bar

Luna Protein Berry Greek Yogurt Bar, $6 for six, target.com

Indulge your sweet tooth 
with vitamin C lollipops

YumEarth Organics Assorted 
Pops, $8, yummyearth.comPops, $8, yummyearth.com

Go wild for bits 
of natural, 

wild-caught, 
grass-fed turkey

Epic Provisions 
Turkey Cranberry Turkey Cranberry 

Sage Bites, $7, Sage Bites, $7, 
epicbar.com epicbar.com 

Snack on 
baked corn and 
rice puffs made 
with real, aged 
white cheddar 

cheese 
Pirate’s Booty 

Aged White Aged White 
Cheddar, $2.59 for Cheddar, $2.59 for 

a 4-oz. bag, a 4-oz. bag, 
available available 

nationwidenationwide

TO YOUR HOME
 GREENSBURY MARKET 

Fitness guru Jillian Michaels teamed 
up with the brand to curate five up with the brand to curate five 

different organic meat and seafood different organic meat and seafood 
packs (including wild halibut, packs (including wild halibut, 

boneless chicken breasts or bison boneless chicken breasts or bison 
patties) in bulk to patties) in bulk to 
be eaten or frozen be eaten or frozen 

for up to a year.for up to a year.
Greensbury Greensbury 

Market From $130, Market From $130, 
greensbury.comgreensbury.com

 FRESHREALM 

Choose from fully prepped or 
ready-to-cook ingredients from ready-to-cook ingredients from 
the California-based brand’s the California-based brand’s 
selection of meals (such selection of meals (such 
as this Seared Fish Taco as this Seared Fish Taco 

with Avocado with Avocado 
Salsa), snacks Salsa), snacks 

and beverages.and beverages.
FreshRealm FreshRealm 
From $2.50, From $2.50, 

freshrealm.comfreshrealm.com

Prep dinner for yourself (or the whole 
family!) with these made-to-order kits.



HOMEHH

Serve beverages  
from this reversible  

lips-and-mustache pitcher
Jonathan Adler Muse Reversible 
Pitcher, $98, jonathanadler.com 

Eat up this DŽcorIn The

Kitchen 

liip
Jo

Chrissy 

Teigen

The self-described 

homebody (and stunning 

supermodel!) shares snaps 

of her many meals from 

her cookbook Cravin
gs

on Instagram.



Dine in style  
with floral linen napkins
Leif Spotty Floral Napkin 

Set, $24 for set of two, 
leifshop.com

Use sassy spoons with 
clever sayings

Lulu & Georgia Stelie 
Spoons, $37 for set of four, 

luluandgeorgia.com 

Brighten up your countertop 
with a colorful acrylic tray

Poppin Neon Orange 
Large Accessory Tray, $25, 

containerstore.com

Eat up this Décor! 
Create a stylish space — perfect for fancy 

meals or Instagram shots — with these 
delicious kitchen accessories. 

INGREDIENTS
1 (750 ml) bottle Risata 
Pink MoscatoPink Moscato

½ cup KINKY  ½ cup KINKY  
Pink LiqueurPink Liqueur

½ cup sparkling water½ cup sparkling water

1 cup fresh raspberries1 cup fresh raspberries

1 cup fresh blueberries1 cup fresh blueberries

½ cup fresh strawberries½ cup fresh strawberries

1 lime, freshly squeezed1 lime, freshly squeezed

8 fresh mint leaves8 fresh mint leaves

iceice

METHOD
In a large pitcher muddle mint and lime juice. Then 
pour in Risata, KINKY Liqueur and sparkling water, pour in Risata, KINKY Liqueur and sparkling water, 
and add fruit. Stir to combine. Serve in ice-filled and add fruit. Stir to combine. Serve in ice-filled 
glasses with a sprig of mint for garnish.glasses with a sprig of mint for garnish.

Risata Pink  
Moscato Sangria
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Patti Stanger’s  
Million-Dollar Dating Advice!  

T
HE Queen of Hearts is HE Queen of Hearts is iHE Queen of Hearts is 

reclaiming her throne! reclaiming her throne! reclaiming her throne! 

Millionaire Matchmaker Millionaire Matchmaker erMillionaire Matchmaker 

star Patti Stanger is back star Patti Stanger is back ackstar Patti Stanger is back 

with a new WeTV series, Million with a new WeTV series, Million llionwith a new WeTV series, Million 

Dollar Matchmaker, and a slew of Dollar Matchmaker, and a slew of lewDollar Matchmaker, and a slew of of

celebrity singles, including Teen Teencelebrity singles, including Teen 

Mom’s Farrah Abraham and Mom’s Farrah Abraham and dMom’s Farrah Abraham and 

Bachelor reject Ashley Iaconetti. Bachelor reject Ashley Iaconetti. etti.Bachelor reject Ashley Iaconetti. 

Star caught up with 55-year-old Star caught up with 55-year-old ldStar caught up with 55-year-old 

Patti — a singleton herself — to get Patti — a singleton herself — to get toPatti — a singleton herself — to get get

some tips on how to have a sizzling zlingsome tips on how to have a sizzling 

summer romance of your own!  summer romance of your own!  !

Most of your guests are celebs 
this season — what can we 
learn from their mistakes?
First and foremost, don’t talk about aboutFirst and foremost, don’t talk about 

your exes. And everyone should your exes. And everyone should ldyour exes. And everyone should 

know that love is possible at any age!know that love is possible at any age!know that love is possible at any age!nyknow that love is possible at any age!age!

Speaking of which... how is 
your own love life going? 
Good! I’m just getting back into the 

dating scene. 

Online dating: yay or nay?
I love it! I’ve used it and met 

boyfriends in the past off of it. I hope 

to create my own app someday. 

How can you craft the right 
swipe-worthy profile?
Have a great tag line — just a couple 

of words that describe you in a great 

way, but keep it brief. No need to 

post a resume!

What are the most common 
online-dating mistakes? 
Don’t post photos that are old, 

in a group (because it’s hard to 

distinguish who you are) or with 

alcohol — you don’t want to look 

like a party animal. And if you 

match with someone or start talking, 

it’s important to follow through. 

What do you do about a guy 
who is messaging you a lot... 
but not asking you out? 
Don’t engage further until he asks 

you out. 

Once the date is on, what is a 
great first-date look?
A breezy summer dress that shows 

your assets and a lot of skin! H

g
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America’s love guru is back to America’s love guru is back to oveoveAmerica’s love guru is back to guru is back to
help you find love onlinehelp you find love onlinefindfindhelp you find love onlinelove online

Million Dollar Matchmaker
Airs Friday, July 8, at 10pm on WeTV

Stars Talk To TalkStars Talk To ToStar
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Candace Smith (far left) and  assistants 
Destin Pfaff and Rachel Federoff 
 return to help Patti play cupid!



My Daughter, I Love You
Personalized Birthstone Heirloom Music Box

Plays the melody 

“Always in My Heart”

www.bradfordexchange.com/25215
©2016 BGE                       Printed in U.S.A.                 01-25215-001-BDUP   

Shown smaller Shown smaller 
than actual sizethan actual size
of about 6 in. L of about 6 in. L 

YES. Please reserve the “Daughter, I Love You” Personalized Birthstone 
Heirloom Music Box(es) as described in this announcement. I need send no Heirloom Music Box(es) as described in this announcement. I need send no 
money now. I will be billed with shipment. More than one daughter? Print the money now. I will be billed with shipment. More than one daughter? Print the 
name below for each box reserved and indicate month (see chart at left).  name below for each box reserved and indicate month (see chart at left).  

*Plus a total of $9.99 shipping and service per box. A limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. *Plus a total of $9.99 shipping and service per box. A limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. 
Please allow 4-8 weeks for shipment. Subject to product availability and order acceptance.Please allow 4-8 weeks for shipment. Subject to product availability and order acceptance.

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

City                                                      State               ZipCity                                                      State               Zip

Email (optional)Email (optional)

P .O.  Box  806 ,  Mor ton  Grove ,  IL  60053-0806

            Name             Name (Print in block letters. Limit of 10 letters per name.)                   Month 

1. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___1. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___

2. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___2. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___

3. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___3. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___

4. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___4. ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    ___ ___ ___

01-25215-001-E9049101-25215-001-E90491

September
FREE 

Personalization! 
Choose Your 
Daughter’s 
Birthmonth

February JulyJuly

Heirloom Quality ... Limited Availability!
•  Jeweled border features your daughter’s birthstone beneath a sealed 

glass coverglass cover

•  Fine heirloom-quality music box is hand-crafted and finished in rich •  Fine heirloom-quality music box is hand-crafted and finished in rich 
mahogany for lifelong beautymahogany for lifelong beauty

•  Decorative silver key has a dangling heart charm with birthstone jewel•  Decorative silver key has a dangling heart charm with birthstone jewel

•  Personalized with her name and birth month in the heartfelt sentiment•  Personalized with her name and birth month in the heartfelt sentiment

•  A FREE poem card adds an extra touch of  sweetness•  A FREE poem card adds an extra touch of  sweetness

Personalized Gift ... Exceptional Value!
Act now to acquire this exclusive Personalized Heirloom Music Box, 
customized with your daughter’s name and birthstone for just $59.99*, customized with your daughter’s name and birthstone for just $59.99*, 
payable in three installments of $19.99. Our 365-day money-back payable in three installments of $19.99. Our 365-day money-back 
guarantee assures your 100% satisfaction. Send no money now. Just mail guarantee assures your 100% satisfaction. Send no money now. Just mail 
the attached coupon and indicate the name and month for personalization.the attached coupon and indicate the name and month for personalization.
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REVIEWS BY MARSHALL FINE

Tyrant
Premieres Wednesday, July 6, at 10PM on FX
In this series’ first two seasons, Barry Al-Fayeed (Adam Rayner), an Arab-
American physician, returned to the Middle Eastern country that his father 
once ruled, for the first time in 20 years. When his father died and Barry’s 
brother Jamal (Ashraf Barhom) rose to power, Barry wound up as a rebel 
leader battling his own despotic sibling before joining forces with him. As the 
third season starts, Jamal clings to life after an assassination attempt, while 
Barry declares himself the interim leader until elections can be held. But when 
terrorists strike, Barry’s democratic ideals must take a backseat to keeping his 
family safe. Rayner slides comfortably into presidential threads and badass 
mode, while Moran Atias (as Jamal’s tough-minded wife) brings deceptive 
calm to a character maneuvering for her own kind of control. 

 Verdict  It’s not too late to plug into this always intriguing drama. 

The Secret Life of Pets
 Stars  Louis C.K., Kevin Hart, Jenny Slate

 Story  In this computer-animated action comedy, comedian 
Louis C.K. voices Max, a happy dog owned by a female New York 
apartment dweller. Max’s life is turned upside down, however, 
when his owner brings home a second dog — a big furry mutt 
named Duke (Eric Stonestreet). Max decides he has to get rid of 
Duke, but when his plan backfires, they both wind up on the run 
from the dogcatcher. They also find a joint mission: save humanity 
from a renegade group of cast-off pets, led by a deceptively 
dangerous bunny named Snowball (Hart). While many of the 
film’s funniest moments are in trailers and commercials, 
there is plenty of imaginative physical humor in this 
animated delight.  Though it lacks the consistently 
winning jokes of a Pixar film, it dives paws-first into 
a silliness and enthusiasm that carries the film. Hart 
nearly steals the show, but can’t quite wrestle it 
away from Slate (as a feisty Pomeranian intent on 
saving Max).

 Verdict  You’ll be wagging your tail with enjoyment. 

h
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The Night Of
Premieres Sunday, July 10, Premieres Sunday, July 10, 
at 9PM on HBOat 9PM on HBO
In this miniseries collaboration between In this miniseries collaboration between 
Oscar-winning screenwriter Steven Oscar-winning screenwriter Steven 
Zaillian (Schindler’s List) and novelist Zaillian (Schindler’s List) and novelist 

Richard Price (Clockers), John Turturro Richard Price (Clockers), John Turturro 
plays attorney Jack Stone, a New York plays attorney Jack Stone, a New York 
bottom-feeder who lucks into a case bottom-feeder who lucks into a case 
defending a college student, Naz (Riz defending a college student, Naz (Riz 
Ahmed, Nightcrawler), charged with Ahmed, Nightcrawler), charged with 

a sensational murder. This is a gritty, nuts-a sensational murder. This is a gritty, nuts-
and-bolts crime story about an innocent and-bolts crime story about an innocent 
framed both by the evidence and his own framed both by the evidence and his own 
erratic behavior. Cynical cops and even more erratic behavior. Cynical cops and even more 
jaded attorneys give this story a lived-in, jaded attorneys give this story a lived-in, 
slice-of-life feeling. Ahmed has that deer-slice-of-life feeling. Ahmed has that deer-
in-the-headlights look of someone about in-the-headlights look of someone about 
to be swallowed whole by an unforgiving to be swallowed whole by an unforgiving 
system, while Turturro brings just the right system, while Turturro brings just the right 
blend of conniving and compassion to a blend of conniving and compassion to a 
character who may not recognize his shot at character who may not recognize his shot at 
redemption before it’s too late.redemption before it’s too late.

 Verdict  The most gripping new series since 
the first season of True Detective.the first season of True Detective.

Equals
 Stars  Kristen Stewart, Nicholas Hoult

 Story  In this film about a future utopian society, emotions have been eliminated, 
thus erasing all conflict. But a new disease — switched-on syndrome, or S.O.S.  — 
kick-starts feelings in those afflicted, creating all sorts of problems. When 
coworkers Silas (Hoult) and Nia (Stewart) fall in love, they have to hide it. Silas is 
diagnosed as a stage 1 sufferer of S.O.S. — but he can’t resist the flood of feelings 
that he gets around Nia. Can they escape society’s confinement before the 
government imposes a new cure? It’s an intriguing idea that focuses on the flush 
of sensation that comes with having emotions for the first time. (George Lucas 
looked at something similar in 1971’s THX 1138.) Hoult and Stewart find ways to 
communicate, even when words don’t do the trick.

 Verdict  It makes you feel — and think. 

T ELEVISION
Tony Robbins:Tony Robbins: 
I Am Not 
Your GuruYour Guru
Streaming, Netflix
Filmmaker Joe Berlinger goes behind the  
scenes at a six-day self-help seminar  
conducted by Tony Robbins, who preaches 
the “power within” each person to battle the 
obstacles they’ve created in their own lives. 
His hands-on encounters with the audience 
seem to pull them toward the answers, though 
Robbins isn’t afraid to just tell them what to do: 
At one point, he instructs a woman to make a 
breakup call to her boyfriend. Is he helpful or 
manipulative? Unfortunately, the film lacks any 
opposing opinions or conflicting testimony 
about Robbins’ methods. It’s hard to question the 
group-think without losing sight of the fact that 
Robbins seems to help many of these people.

 Verdict  While it’s thought-provoking, not all 
those thoughts will be positive. 
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Ex

EN
MOVIE 
The Infiltrator 
U.S. Customs official 
Robert Mazur (Bryan 
Cranston) goes deep 
undercover, navigating 
a vicious criminal network 
alongside fellow federal agents Emir 
(John Leguizamo) and Kathy (Diane Kruger), 
to infiltrate Colombian drug lord Pablo  
Escobar’s cartel in this crime drama. But in order to 
bring down one of the largest money-laundering 
schemes in the world, he must first gain the trust 
of Pablo’s first lieutenant, Roberto Alcaino 
(Benjamin Bratt). July 13

TVMr. Robot
Don’t adjust your TV screens. 
Season 2 of the psychological 
thriller starring Rami Malek 
kicks off with two back-to-
back episodes that pick up 
30 days after fsociety’s attack 
on Evil Corp and explore the 
consequences and the illusion of 
control. Stay around, though, for the series 
premiere of Hacking Robot, a live show that airs 
immediately afterward. Wednesday, July 13, at 10PM on USA

TV The Real 
Housewives of  
New Jersey 
She’s back! After serving a year 
behind bars, Teresa Giudice 
returns for season 7 straight from 
the slammer, ready to rebuild her 
relationshiprelationship with Melissa Gorga. with Melissa Gorga.
Plus,Plus, former corrections officer former corrections officer
DoloresDolores Catania, Jacqueline Laurita Catania, Jacqueline Laurita
and her pal Siggy Flicker join the 
cast with appearances by Kathy 
Wakile and Rosie Pierri. Sunday,  
    July 10, at 8PM on Bravo MOVIE Mike and Dave  

Need Wedding Dates  
Here comes... the hangover? To appease their parents, Mike 
(Adam DeVine) and Dave (Zac Efron) place an ad on Craigslist for 
the perfect plus-ones for their sister Jeanie’s wedding in Hawaii, 
but the bros soon 
find themselves 
outsmarted and 
out-partied by the 
pot-smoking, skinny-
dipping duo  
Tatiana (Aubrey 
Plaza) and Alice 
(Anna Kendrick)  
in this raunchy  
rom-com. July 8

BOOK Freedom: 
My Book of Firsts
Jaycee Dugard spent nearly two 
decades in captivity, but she’s 
determined to prove that “there 
is life after something tragic happens.” 
In a follow-up to her best-selling 
memoir, A Stolen Life, the mother 
of two — forced to bear her captor’s 
children — describes the life she never 
thought she’d live to see: from her first 
trip to the dentist to her daughters’ 
first day of school, her first time behind the 
wheel and her first speeding ticket. July 12

M
T

1

Daddy issues ahead! In 
Fathers and Daughters, Fathers and Daughters, 

Katie (Amanda Seyfried) Katie (Amanda Seyfried) 
falls for an aspiring falls for an aspiring 

novelist (Aaron Paul) novelist (Aaron Paul) 
g

years after her years after her 
pops, a Pulitzer Prize–pops, a Pulitzer Prize–

winning author played by winning author played by 
Russell Crowe, suffers a Russell Crowe, suffers a 

gg

psychotic break. July 8psychotic break. July 8

In season 2 of In season 2 of 
Hulu darling Hulu darling 

Difficult People, Difficult People, 
Billy (Billy Billy (Billy 

Eichner) wants a Eichner) wants a 
(

boyfriend, whereas boyfriend, whereas 
Julie (Julie Klausner) Julie (Julie Klausner) 

will do anything to will do anything to 
(

avoid spending time avoid spending time 
with hers. July 12with hers. July 12

g

Steven Tyler Steven Tyler 
is going solo! is going solo! 

The Aerosmith The Aerosmith 
frontman crosses frontman crosses 
over into country over into country 

music with his music with his 
new album, We’re new album, We’re 

All Somebody All Somebody 
From Somewhere. From Somewhere. 

July 15July 15
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ULTIMATE ANTI-AGING WONDER SERUM!

FEATURED IN OVER 50 MAGAZINES

Better than Botox; Dremu Oil Serum  is 100% pure & natural

Triple Refined Emu Oil; promotes collagen; reduces

fine lines & wrinkles; heals sun & scar damage;

non-clogging, deeply hydrates, evens skin tone!

Treats Rosacea, Psoriasis & Eczema.

Use 20% code STAROIL at www.dremu.com

or call (800) 542-0026or call (800) 542-0026

www.dremu.com

WORLD’S FINEST EYE CREAM!
GIVEN 5 STARS ON OPRAH’S iViLLAGE...

Refreshing, anti-aging Airbrush Eye

Refining Treatment hydrates, soothes,

reduces crows feet and puffiness, and

promotes collagen for younger,

brighter looking eyes.

use 20% code AIRSTAR at

www.dremu.com or call

(800) 542-0026   open 7 days!

www.dremu.com

RADAR BREAKS 

STORIES 24/7 – 

MORE CELEBRITY

NEWS THAN ANY 

OTHER SITE OVER 100 NEW 

PHOTOS POSTED 

EVERY DAY

TODAY’S SEXIEST CELEBRITY BODIES 

–AND HOW THEY SHOW THEM OFF

THE 
FASTEST FASTEST 
GROWING GROWING 
CELEBRITY CELEBRITY 
WEBSITEWEBSITE

RadarOnline.com

IN-DEPTH 

COVERAGE AND 

REPORTING YOU 

WON’T FIND 

ANYWHERE ELSE

Club Love
712-432-1899

FREE chat 24/7
Always Someone On Line - Never a Charge 

Just a Regular  USA Call - 18+

THE

STUTTERINGSTUTTERING
FFOUNDATIONOUNDATION
A Nonprofit OrganizationA Nonprofit Organization
Since 1947ÑHelping Those Who StutterSince 1947ÑHelping Those Who Stutter

¨̈

There are many waysThere are many ways
to help kids to help kids 

who stutter...who stutter...

Doing nothing is Doing nothing is 
not one of them!not one of them!

800-992-9392800-992-9392
StutteringHelp.orgStutteringHelp.org

tartamudez.orgtartamudez.org
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CANCER JUNE 21–JULY 22 
Mercury, Venus and the Sun are all in your sign. 
Think positive thoughts for good karma! Good Think positive thoughts for good karma! Good 
relationships are equal partnerships — look for relationships are equal partnerships — look for 
complementary traits. At work, promote yourself.complementary traits. At work, promote yourself.

ByBy Jennifer AngelJenniferBy Jennifer AngelAngelBy Jennifer Angel

AQUARIUS
JAN. 20–FEB. 18

Time management is vital to balancing 
work and social schedules. Make plans 
and avoid time wasters. For romance, 
work on yourself first. Confidence will 
come as you look and feel better.

PISCES
FEB. 19–MARCH 20

The combination of love and money 
can be positive, but not without some 
give and take. A situation related to 
family or home can work out better than 
expected, but financial involvement can 
cause unexpected changes. 

ARIES
MARCH 21–APRIL 19

Life operates in the fast lane! Get ready 
to juggle your time between home and 
work. Almost everything is negotiable 
now, but first make sure you know whatnow, but first make sure you know what 
you want. The love you find may be 
different than what you imagine. 

TAURUS
APRIL 20–MAY 20

Mars adds passion to your love life, 
but don’t be impatient with your loverbut don’t be impatient with your lover. 
Learn to live in the present and enjoy 
the here and now. Teamwork is the keythe here and now. Teamwork is the key 
to success at work; a discussion can 
open a new door for you. 

GEMINI
MAY 21–JUNE 20

To boost finances, start talking, but be 
careful not to dominate the discussion.  
A conversation is like a chess game:  
Wait your turn. You’re a creative genius, 
so use your skills to get ahead at work. 
Don’t be possessive with love.

LEO
JULY 23–AUG. 22

This week’s planetary mix is powerful for 
work and money, but use your intuition 
to know when to step forward. Get the 
facts, not fiction.

VIRGO
AUG. 23–SEPT. 22

Love planet Venus fosters new 
friendships. Go out and network!  
Good-fortune planet Jupiter will bring 
you to influential people. Be positive!

LIBRA
SEPT. 23–OCT. 22

Motivator planet Mars’ influence boosts 
your finances. Stay focused. Romance 
could be around the corner — don’t 
spend all your time at the office. Avoid 
family interference and don’t give up.

SCORPIO
OCT. 23–NOV. 21

Don’t let Mars’ motivational energy make 
you rush someone into making hasty 
decisions. Friends can come through for 
you now. Be honest.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV. 22–DEC. 21

Gaining clarity with a money situation 
can reveal who is on your side and 
who is not. Compromise for a winning 
outcome at work. With love, let your 
heart do the talking. 

CAPRICORN
DEC. 22–JAN. 19

Whether you are in a new or existing 
relationship, don’t hurry things along. 
The journey of love is most enjoyable! 
Stay focused on your work plans.

For the w

JULIANNE HOUGH
Turns 28 on July 20  Starworthy swag, 

spots and secrets

Wearing Folk 
Rebellion
Race car driver 

Danica Patrick posted Danica Patrick posted anicaanicaDanica Patrick posted Patrick posted
an Instagram shot of an Instagram shot of 

her statement tee her statement tee 
from the new brand, from the new brand, 

whose tech-humor whose tech-humor 
slogans (such as slogans (such as 

“Hold Me Like You “Hold Me Like You 
Hold Your Phone”) Hold Your Phone”) 

willwillwill have you geeking have you geeking
out!out!out! $48, folkrebellion.comout! $48, folkrebellion.com$48,$48,out! $48, folkrebellion.comfolkrebellion.com

Reading 
Armageddon
Authors Dick 
Morris and Eileen 
McGann explore 
the Republican 
candidate’s plan 
of attack for the 
2016 election in 
their new tome. 
We vote you give 
it a read for the 
inside scoop on 
the heated political debate. 

Sporting Sonix
Lucy Hale is being 
shady! The actress was 
spotted in sunglasses 
from the fashion 
accessories line, 
which launched 
nine chic styles 
featuring tortoise, 
colorfully tinted 
lenses and acetate 
frames — all for 
$98. shopsonix.com

Ever wondered what your soul purpose is, how your horoscope chart shapes your life or 
what’s in store for you over the next year? Love, money, life — your horoscope has the 
answers! Visit MistressOfAstrology.com to book a live personal reading and chart analysis 
direct with Jennifer Angel, order your 
personal report or purchase a Swarovski 
Crystal Angel Prayer Wing Pendant 
personally energized by Jennifer.

BOOK YOUR PERSONAL READING WITH JENNIFER

Call Jennifer Angel’s Psychic Team 

866-830-STAR (7827) 
MistressOfAstrology.com
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PLEASE RESPOND PROMPTLY 

*Plus a total of $9.99 shipping and service charges. Please allow 2 to 4 weeks for shipment after 
initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance.   initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance.   

(            )(            )

Name (please print clearly)      Telephone     Telephone

Address                                                                                          Apt. No.          

City                      State                 Zip                     State                 Zip

E-Mail Address

9200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-13979200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

03-01931-001-D90402

❒YES! Please reserve my Double Trouble twin 
monkey dolls as described in this announcement.monkey dolls as described in this announcement.

©2016 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397                                                                             03-01931-001-BIR2 ©2016 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397                                                                             03-01931-001-BIR2 ©2016 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397                                                                             03-01931-001-BIR2 

Just Call Them 
Adorable Times Two!Adorable Times Two!

Soft vinyl skin and cuddly cloth body Soft vinyl skin and cuddly cloth body 

• •
Fully poseable

• •
Soft wisps of hand-applied hair

Each monkey is shown Each monkey is shown 
smaller than actual size smaller than actual size 

of 8 in. longof 8 in. long

These baby orangutans These baby orangutans 
are not toys, but fi ne are not toys, but fi ne 

collectibles to be enjoyed collectibles to be enjoyed 
by adult collectors.by adult collectors.

Don’t let those big brown eyes fool you! These adorable orangutan babies can be Don’t let those big brown eyes fool you! These adorable orangutan babies can be Don’t let those big brown eyes fool you! These adorable orangutan babies can be Don’t let those big brown eyes fool you! These adorable orangutan babies can be 
as sweet as pie—but put them together and you’ve got more than a handful of as sweet as pie—but put them together and you’ve got more than a handful of as sweet as pie—but put them together and you’ve got more than a handful of as sweet as pie—but put them together and you’ve got more than a handful of 
fun!  Double Trouble, the fi rst-ever monkey doll twins from Ashton-Drake, are fun!  Double Trouble, the fi rst-ever monkey doll twins from Ashton-Drake, are fun!  Double Trouble, the fi rst-ever monkey doll twins from Ashton-Drake, are fun!  Double Trouble, the fi rst-ever monkey doll twins from Ashton-Drake, are 
sure to fi ll your heart with laughter and delight. sure to fi ll your heart with laughter and delight. 
 Beautifully designed by award-winning artist Cindy Sales, these playful  Beautifully designed by award-winning artist Cindy Sales, these playful 
partners are crafted of soft vinyl with a cuddly cloth body that makes them partners are crafted of soft vinyl with a cuddly cloth body that makes them 
irresistibly huggable. Completely poseable, they give you endless opportunities irresistibly huggable. Completely poseable, they give you endless opportunities 
to create a little monkey business. And they look so real, you’ll need to be to create a little monkey business. And they look so real, you’ll need to be 
on mischief alert day and night! The dolls arrive in cute one-piece outfits on mischief alert day and night! The dolls arrive in cute one-piece outfits 
personalized with their names.personalized with their names.

An amazing valueÑsatisfaction guaranteed!

A Cindy Sales’ original can sell for hundreds, but this perfect pair can be yours 
for just $79.99*, payable in 3 convenient installments of $29.99.  Available for a for just $79.99*, payable in 3 convenient installments of $29.99.  Available for a for just $79.99*, payable in 3 convenient installments of $29.99.  Available for a 
limited time only.  So don’t miss out—order yours today!limited time only.  So don’t miss out—order yours today!

www.ashtondrake.com/trouble

Become a fan on Facebook
www.facebook.com/www.facebook.com/
AshtonDrakeAshtonDrake



Official Star Celebrity Crossword  Official Star Celebrity Crossword  
Sweepstakes RulesSweepstakes Rules
1. The Star Celebrity Crossword contest  1. The Star Celebrity Crossword contest  
is open to all residents of the United  is open to all residents of the United  
States, age 18 and older. Employees States, age 18 and older. Employees 
of American Media Inc., sponsors, its of American Media Inc., sponsors, its 
corporate suppliers and advertisers  corporate suppliers and advertisers  
are not eligible.are not eligible.
2. NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY.2. NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY.
3. To enter, contestants must complete  3. To enter, contestants must complete  
the crossword or write the answers  the crossword or write the answers  
on a postcard and send to STAR, on a postcard and send to STAR, 
CelebXword #29, Church Street Station,  CelebXword #29, Church Street Station,  
P.O. Box 3248, New York, NY 10008.  P.O. Box 3248, New York, NY 10008.  
All entries MUST include your name, All entries MUST include your name, 
address and phone number.address and phone number.
4. Entries must be received at Star’s office 4. Entries must be received at Star’s office 4. Entries must be received at Star’s office 
no later than JULY 23, 2016.no later than JULY 23, 2016.
5. The $250 prize will be awarded to the 5. The $250 prize will be awarded to the 
first entry, with all correct answers, drawn  first entry, with all correct answers, drawn  
at random. Prizes of $50 will be awarded  at random. Prizes of $50 will be awarded  
to the next two all-correct entries drawn at to the next two all-correct entries drawn at 
random. This sweepstakes is conducted random. This sweepstakes is conducted 
solely by American Media Inc.solely by American Media Inc.
6. ALL entries become the property of 6. ALL entries become the property of 
American Media Inc., which assumes  American Media Inc., which assumes  
no responsibility for late, misdirected  no responsibility for late, misdirected  

or lost entries. Winners agree to publica-or lost entries. Winners agree to publica-
tion and/or display of their name,  tion and/or display of their name,  
address, likeness and entry form to be address, likeness and entry form to be 
made at the discretion of American  made at the discretion of American  
Media Inc. Winners may be required to Media Inc. Winners may be required to 
sign AMI’s affidavit of eligibility in order  sign AMI’s affidavit of eligibility in order  
to collect any prizes.to collect any prizes.
7. Multiple entries are permitted, but not 7. Multiple entries are permitted, but not 
more than one entry per envelope can  more than one entry per envelope can  
be awarded.be awarded.
8. Winners will be selected in a random 8. Winners will be selected in a random 
drawing under the supervision of American drawing under the supervision of American 
Media Inc. Winners will be notified by Media Inc. Winners will be notified by 
phone. Odds of winning will be determined phone. Odds of winning will be determined 
by the number of entries received. There by the number of entries received. There 
are no substitutions of prizes.are no substitutions of prizes.
9. The Star Celebrity Crossword Sweep- 9. The Star Celebrity Crossword Sweep- 
stakes is void where prohibited or  stakes is void where prohibited or  
restricted by law. restricted by law. 
10. The crossword solution will be run  10. The crossword solution will be run  
after the winners are picked. The names  after the winners are picked. The names  after the winners are picked. The names  
of the winners may be obtained by sending of the winners may be obtained by sending 
a self-addressed stamped envelope to a self-addressed stamped envelope to 
STAR, CelebXword Winner’s List #29, STAR, CelebXword Winner’s List #29, 
Murray Hill Station, P.O. Box 1940, New Murray Hill Station, P.O. Box 1940, New 
York, NY 10156. Washington and Vermont York, NY 10156. Washington and Vermont 
residents may omit return postage.residents may omit return postage.

#25 SOLUTION#25 SOLUTION

©2016 SCRAMBL-GRAM Inc.©2016 SCRAMBL-GRAM Inc.

WIN!
FIRST PRIZE

$250
TWO RUNNER-UP 

PRIZES: $50
Star’s fabulous Celebrity Prize Crossword is a fun weekly contest that can earn you big bucks. All you have to do is Star’s fabulous Celebrity Prize Crossword is a fun weekly contest that can earn you big bucks. All you have to do is 
correctly finish the star-studded crossword. Then mail in your completed entry, being sure to include the puzzle’s correctly finish the star-studded crossword. Then mail in your completed entry, being sure to include the puzzle’s 
number on the envelope, for your chance to win! So get out your eraser and sharpen your pencil — and good luck!number on the envelope, for your chance to win! So get out your eraser and sharpen your pencil — and good luck!

#24 WINNERS 

Congratulations 
To Our Winners!

$250 FIRST PRIZE$250 FIRST PRIZE

Marian Forbes
Fayetteville, N.C. 

$50 RUNNER-UP PRIZES$50 RUNNER-UP PRIZES

Denise Darcel
Seattle, Wash.

Joan Giummarra
Port St. Lucie, Fla.

ACROSS
2 Actress McCarthy

5 Krakowski and Kaczmarek

9 “Letters From — Jima”

11 Actor Hasselhoff

13 Credit card rate

15 Burt Lancaster movie: “Come 

Back Little —”

18 Cattrall or Basinger

19 Actress Angelina

21 Thus

22 Will Smith role

24 Hound for payment

25 Spielberg’s alien

26 “Beware the — of March”

27 Actress Barbara

29 Gooey stuff

31 “Hail, Caesar!” 

star George

32 Crete mountain

34 Actor Beatty

36 Electronics mfr.

37 Ice house

38 Actress Watts

39 “X-Men” actor McKellen

42 Progressive girl

43 Bear’s lair

44 Neil — Harris

47 Actress Margret

49 “50 First Dates” 

star Barrymore

51 Provides with weapons

53 Chicago train

55 Lodging place

56 Even the score

57 Today Show host Roker

58 Singers Carly or Paul

 60   Baby cover

62 “The — Of Kilimanjaro”

64 Actress Arden

65 “The Sound Of —”

67 DiCaprio, to friends

68 “Back To The Future” star 

Christopher

69 Actor Clark

DOWN

1 “The Deep” star Jacqueline

2 Actor Pesci of “Home Alone”

3 Fargo is here (Abbr)

4 Tibetan ox

5 Actor Carrey

6 Product plug

7 Actor Mineo

8 Soul queen Franklin

10 Questioning word

12 “The Road” star Mortensen

14 Slapstick prop

16 Cameron Diaz movie: 

“— Teacher”

17 Guinness or Baldwin

19 Actress Garland

20 Longtime soap: 

“— Life To Live”

23 Actress Fisher

24 Profound

26 Cork is here

28 “National Treasure” 

star Cage

30 Actress Harmon

33 “The Departed” 

star Matt

35 “Miles Ahead” 

star Cheadle

36 UK flyers

40 Actress Goldie

41 Jazz singing style

43 “The Pacifier” star Vin

44 Actor Sean

45 Show host Philbin

46 Actor Kristofferson

48 Willie, Judd or Craig T.

50 John Wayne classic: 

“— Bravo”

52 Tommy Lee Jones hit: 

“— In Black”

54 Actress Tyler

57 Reverence

59 Actor Gibson

60 Comedian Abbott

61 Tom Hanks comedy

63 Bullring bravo

65 Sinatra song: “— Way”

66 Postal abbr.

2 DOWN

28 DOWN

CELEB PUZZLE #29       

31 ACROSS



How To: Repair Your Body

LOS ANGELES (HH) -- In 
a year when several health 
discoveries have already made 
headlines, this one may be the 
biggest yet. 

2016’s most talked-about inno-
vation came yesterday when Dr. 
Rand McClain, the Los Angeles 
based “Doctor to the Stars,” 
released his new technique for 
what some are calling the first 

true Body Repair formula. 

Dr. McClain wowed industry 
colleagues and members of 
the press with his new creation, 
which he revealed he’s already 
offering to his celebrity and 

pro-athlete clients with 
incredible results.

But what’s really turning heads 
is that McClain isn’t offering this 

as an injection, surgery, or med-
ical procedure — which is what 
his health clinic in Los Angeles 
is famous for. 

Instead, the method involves 
one simple thing: A drink. 

“He has all the clinical trials, 
the data, he’s conducted the 
test groups...it not only works, 
it works really well,” said Ben 
Tiegal, a health industry ex-
pert in attendance. “It’s kind of 
shocking.” 

McClain feels the technique 
— which has been shown in 
clinical trials to actually alter 

specific cells in the human body 

— works best for people over 
40, particularly those who may 
be experiencing excessive fa-
tigue, weaker bodies, and even 
foggy thinking. 

And when Dr. McClain dropped 
the final bombshell — video 

footage of the results he expe-
rienced after using the method 
on himself — it became clear to 
everyone that the discovery is 
nothing short of groundbreak-
ing. 

Previously, the only way to 
achieve physical improvements 
of this kind were from compli-
cated surgeries, which McClain 
does perform...for $20,000 and 
up. Now, he feels he can offer 

Americans a new, groundbreak-
ing alternative which they can 
do without doctors, right in their 
own home. 

But the latest development in 
this story came yesterday, when 
the video version of the 
presentation (put together by 
Dr. McClain for industry pro-
fessionals who were unable to 
attend the conference in person 
this year) was made available 
to the public online. 

As of this writing, the video 
has over 3 Million views and is 
quickly becoming a social 
media phenomenon. 

You can watch Dr. McClain’s 
shocking body repair presenta-

tion at www.LCR9.com

Watch The Shocking Video>> 

www.LCR9.com

This video has already caused 
a bit of an uproar, based in part 
on the honest, no-nonsense 
way Dr. McClain calls out both 
the medical industry and cer-
tain government agencies. One 
viewer commented: “This is 

so interesting...I had physical 

problems for years and had NO 

IDEA how easy it was to fix. 

Why did I not know this before? 

Rand is telling it like it is...we 

need more doctors like this!” 

But Dr. McClain’s breakthrough 
has also caused some contro-
versy. 

When we reached out to other 
doctors for comment, many 
stated that, as with any newly 
released technique, people 
should be advised to watch 
the entire video report before 
committing to such an uncon-
ventional solution. 

“He’s showed that it works, 
everyone agrees on that. But 
we don’t want people to start 
using these quick shortcuts 
to better health,” said one 
pharmaceutical executive at 
the conference who asked to 
remain anonymous. “But I’ll tell 
you, it has my bosses worried...
because if it works this well, it 
could put drug companies like 
us out of business.” 

See Dr. McClain’s presentation 
here >>

www.LCR9.com

Advertisement
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A S I A N  O T T A W A    O P P O S E  H O O P S

B O R R O W  E A S E L    S H A D E  S E C U R E

S P R E E  J A C K A L    C O R O N A  M E T E R

T R I A L  E L K  L A W  T A B  R A W  S A B L E

R A T S  W E E  S T Y  S  R I B  T A G  N O U N

A N A  G  R A L P H  R O E  A L L O Y  T  A D A

C O N V E Y  F E E  B E A T S  A I R  T A R R E D

T  T E N E T  I N C O M P E T E N T  F U M E D  E

 O  T R A I L  D O D O  R E N D  S A T E D  O

A S S  E R R E D  D I V I N E D  O C C U R  E V A

B L U R  N E V E R  C E D A R  M A R E S  A V E R

L O B E D  S E W  R E S A L E S  R U T  A L O N E

E  A G E S  L  W A S    D O N  T  F I L L  S

 B L A C K S H E E P      R I D I C U L O U S

G  P L A Y  E  B I G    R E B  N  N E W T  E

A R I E L  B A T  D E P O S E S  R I P  D E I F Y

P O N D  M O D E L  N A I L S  M A Z E S  D O L E

E W E  W A X E D  R E P L I C A  M E A L S  N O D

 S  J O K E D   O R E  C U R   D R A N K  W

E  P A V E S  A L T A R P I E C E S  S T E I N  R

T H E M E S  E V E  L E A N S  V O W  S E D A T E

C A N  N  T R E A T  D I G  S E D A N  R  V I E

E N I D  F U R  P I N  R  S I R  T I M  S I G N

T O T A L  G A P  L E G  I T S  D E N  S I G H T

E V E R Y  S T E A L S    A T T I R E  E L A T E

R E N T E D  I S L E T    R E E V E  F A L T E R

A R T S   S C O L D S    T R E A D S   Y E N S

Crossword
ACROSSACROSS

1 Criminal class
9 Blackout need

18 Sign gas
19 Chills & fever
21 Not busy
22 — — about
23 Movie group
24 Money
27 Hoodwink
28 Praise highly
31 The — of Capri
33 Toothed wheels
34 Actress Moore
36 Serpent
40 Mr. Johnson
41 Mr. Preminger
42 Comic strips
44 Actress Delany
45 Demands money
46 Rodent
48 Pound sound
49 Mr. Tolstoy
50 Electric fish
51 Anger
53 Spigot
54 Damascus native
57 Biology rank
60 Food regimens
62 Wonderful (Sl)
64 Divine
66 Tiny speck
67 Dad’s mate
69 Coquettish
70 Cocktail place
72 Stopped
74 Wipes out
77 Expel a lawyer
79 Factual info
81 Cozy
83 Embroidery
84 Netted fabric
85 Remove the skin
87 Straighten up
88 Siesta
90 Sublease
91 Prohibit
92 Jacket part
93 Possess
94 Ploy
97 Equines

100 Actress Perlman
101 Single number
102 Factual
103 Castle protector
106 Sulk
108 Has dinner
110 Sneaky
111 Neckwear
112 Ball girl
113 Dressing choice
115 Tree fluids
116 Sleeper’s site
119 Texas area
122 Big band
124 Status —
127 Draft choices
129 Brown bread
130 Hairdo holder
132 Furnace
133 Salad fish
134 Witch city

135 Threesome135 Threesome
136 Basketballer
138 Ship’s pole
139 Garden hoppers
140 Make a sweater
141 Bounders
142 Looser
144 Transgress
145 Running gait
146 Cautious
147 Thin coin
148 Fastener
150 — -vu
153 Designate
156 Cake place
157 House cover
159 Rankings
163 Jail release
164 Lowest points
165 Baby’s toy
167 Glass vessel
168 Govt. grp.
169 Circle of light
170 Lather
171 Navy initials
173 Charged 

particle
174 Allows
176 Educator Horace
177 Thin
179 Quick to learn
180 Flying pest
181 Footstep
183 Kaput
185 Significant
188 Ms. Garbo
189 Bundle of hay
191 Funny movie
193 Iranian money
194 Sheltered
196 Discharge
197 Andes animals
198 Thomas — Edison
199 “Auld Lang —”
200 Classic 

comedian
201 Too tired guy

DOWN

1 Dad’s brother
2 Tidy
3 Spanish two
4 Single thing
5 Thrashed
6 Molding style
7 Floor throw
8 Baseball has two

10 Type of oil
11 Sum up
12 Winter toy
13 Line of descent
14 Antiseptic
15 African beast
16 Jumps
17 Tendency
20 Jazzman Getz
25 Host Jay
26 Great Lake
28 Aural openings
29 Medical pics
30 Comely
32 Fawn’s father
35 Red planet

37 Celebrity 
signatures

38 Medieval servant
39 See from afar
42 Wind instruments
43 Deli machine
47 Actress Reid
52 Beetle larva
55 Cold time
56 Crimefighter Eliot
58 Head bob
59 Go along with
61 Greek goddess
62 Holy cow!
63 Equal: — — — with
65 Lion’s lair
67 Silent actor
68 Gender
70 Fleur-de- —
71 Boise is here
73 Bonehead
75 Automobile
76 Vietnam holiday
77 Thick

78 Put off
80 Actor Rickman
82 Gangster’s gun
84 Deface
86 Rod’s partner
89 Olive stuffing
91 Messes up
94 Get the tab
95 Cafe — lait
96 Chilly
97 Intuition
98 Coastal resident
99 Ringo or Bart

102 Gratuity
104 Total
105 High schoolers
106 Diet need
107 Paddle
109 Health farm
112 Foundation
114 Piles up
116 Sunbathe
117 Ardor, vivacity
118 Intentional

120 — public
121 Laurel’s partner
123 Serious
124 Isolate, medically
125 Take apart
126 Drying kiln
128 Matched group
131 Nest item
133 Small child
136 Photo taker
137 Naval officer 
141 Small restaurant
142 Swimwear
143 Donnybrooks
146 Actor Smith
147 Carpentry joint
149 Building site
151 Sharp punch
152 Powerful particle
153 Wheat variety
154 Writing sheet
155 Business abbr.
156 Ship growth

158 Common sickness
160 “Give — a rest!”
161 Crow over
162 Actress Berger
164 Zero
165 Wreck
166 Jacob’s twin
169 West Pointers
170 Executes
172 Scatter water
175 Cavalry sword
177 Big car
178 Desert plant
180 Selfish desire
182 Knighted lady
184 Barbie, for one
185 Written directive
186 Longest river
187 Envelope top
188 Ms. Rowlands
190 Pot cover
192 Small carpet
195 Soap ingredient 

CELEBRITY SCRAMBLR®: After completing the crossword, unscramble the letters in the shadedCELEBRITY SCRAMBLR®: After completing the crossword, unscramble the letters in the shadedCELEBRITY SCRAMBLR®: After completing the crossword, unscramble the letters in the shaded

squares to form the name of this squares to form the name of this popular celebrity. LAST WEEK’S CELEBRITY: SELMA BLAIRpopular celebrity. LAST WEEK’S CELEBRITY: SELMA BLAIRpopular celebrity. LAST WEEK’S CELEBRITY: SELMA BLAIRpopular celebrity. LAST WEEK’S CELEBRITY: SELMA BLAIR

Giant® Star Crossword BOOKS! 
Great books of 50 puzzles each. Great books of 50 puzzles each. 
Only $3.50 each!Only $3.50 each! plus shipping plus shipping

(NEW)     (NEW)(NEW)     (NEW)

Bks.#      207         206         205         204        203         202         201        200        199                       

Big & Easy Crosswords Another great 
2 book set with 80 crosswords each.2 book set with 80 crosswords each.
Get BOTH books for just $5.00!Get BOTH books for just $5.00!

BEC

Large Print Crosswords Large Print Crosswords 
Brand new 2 book set with 43 crosswords Brand new 2 book set with 43 crosswords 
each. Get BOTH books for only $5.00! each. Get BOTH books for only $5.00! 
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VISIT OUR WEB SITE puzzlebuffs.comVISIT OUR WEB SITE puzzlebuffs.com

SHIPPING CHARGESSHIPPING CHARGES
• Up to $8...$3 • Up to $8...$3 

• $8.01 to $20...$5  • $8.01 to $20...$5  
• Over $20...$7  • Over $20...$7  

WE SHIP TO THE CONTINENTAL USA ONLYWE SHIP TO THE CONTINENTAL USA ONLY

Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________Books SUBTOTAL   $  ____________

Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax   $  ____________

 Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________ Shipping on SUBTOTAL   $  ____________

(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________(US FUNDS ONLY)  TOTAL   $  ____________

Puzzles Make Great Gifts!Puzzles Make Great Gifts!
1 FREE PUZZLE BOOK

(of our choice) FOR EVERY 4
GIANTS ORDERED TODAY!

VISA/ DISCOVER/MASTERCARDVISA/ DISCOVER/MASTERCARD
HOLDERS CALL TOLL FREE:HOLDERS CALL TOLL FREE:

800-633-6010800-633-6010

Or send check or money order to:Or send check or money order to:
GIANTS, PO Box 2311GIANTS, PO Box 2311
Sandusky, OH 44871Sandusky, OH 44871



FACT:
One out of  

every three 

Americans  

65 and older 

falls at least 

once a year.

Mail to: Medical Alert, 53 West Baltimore Pike, Media, PA 19063

Name: 

Address: Address: 

City: City:  St:  St:  ZIP:  ZIP: 

Phone: Phone: 

Email: Email: STFDFS071816STFDFS071816

To Request a FREE Color Brochure

Call for More Information:1--800800--752752--96119611

By submitting your contact information you agree to expressly consent to having us contact you By submitting your contact information you agree to expressly consent to having us contact you 

about your inquiry by phone (including automatic telephone dialing system or prerecorded voice) to about your inquiry by phone (including automatic telephone dialing system or prerecorded voice) to 

the residential or cellular telephone number you have provided, even if that telephone number is on a the residential or cellular telephone number you have provided, even if that telephone number is on a 

corporate, state, or national Do Not Call Registry.corporate, state, or national Do Not Call Registry.

If You Are Alone and Fall,  
Who Will Know?  
How Will You Get Help?

With our new, life-saving Fall Detection Button, 

we’ll know…and send help immediately! If you fall, 

this sophisticated device will automatically send this sophisticated device will automatically send 

an emergency signal to the Medical Alert base unit an emergency signal to the Medical Alert base unit 

and help will be dispatched. Give yourself greater and help will be dispatched. Give yourself greater 

security and peace of mind today!security and peace of mind today!

with Our ew  

Fall Detection 
Button

Button signal range may vary due to environmental factors. “Smart” fall does not detect 

100% of all falls. Users should always push their button when they need help.

Order NOW  

to Receive 

FREE 
Shipping!
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SUDOKU
THE HOT NEW PUZZLE THAT’S  

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY!

TAKE-A-BREAK
THE PUZZLE PAGE THAT’S FUN FOR ALL!

SUPER-7 
CHALLENGE
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MWeek 28 Answer: RATCHET

Find the words from the puzzle list. They can be read up, down, backwards,
across or diagonally.  

ANALOG

ARCHIVE

BASIC

BIT 

BYTE

CARRIAGE

CHIP

CIRCUIT

CLEAR

CODE 

CPU

DATA

DELETE

DIGITAL

DISK

DOS 

FORTRAN

HARD DRIVE

ICON

KEYBOARD

LOGO

MAINFRAME

MEMORY

MODULE

MOUSE 

NETWORK

PERIPHERAL

PROGRAM

RAM 

ROM

SCAN

SCREEN

SOFTWARE

SPREADSHEET

USER

WIRELESS

Computer Lingo

Unscramble the remaining letters to spell these communication devices

EASIER MORE DIFFICULT

Your interests reveal your 
personality?

Take this fun quiz to find out how your 
actions speak louder than words. 

1. How fast do you answer e-mails, 

texts, etc.? (a) Not soon enough (b) 

Immediately.

2. After post-holiday sales, such as July of 

July or Memorial Day, you: (a) Shop when 

I’m in mood (b) Run to stores as early as 

possible. 

3. Friends would describe your energy 

level as: (a) Okay (b) Spontaneous.

4. Quiet-time hobbies you enjoy are: (a) TV/

reading (b) High-tech stuff and brain games.

5. One of your best health habits is to: (a) Eat 

lots of veggies (b) Exercise in spare time.

6. You check travel brochures, and usually 

decide: (a) Home is cheaper and more 

comfy (b) To plan a fun trip!

7. Your secret cleaning weapon is: (a) Hire 

help (b) A good weekly dusting and vacuum.

SCORING

MOSTLY A’s: There is at least one cushion 

on your couch that is sagging from plenty of 

use. Your easy-going personality reveals that 

there are times you must push yourself to get 

important things accomplished. You don’t 

like change so you stick with the familiar. 

Your little faults don’t mean much because 

you have a great disposition!

MOSTLY B’s: Curious and dynamic, you 

like to live life to the utmost fullest possible. 

You go full-speed ahead and are up for 

anything exciting and fun. Your active 

nature is also apparent to others who love to 

kick up their heels. A social and outgoing 

person, you have loads of interests, friends 

and enthusiasm that never quits. 

H The goal is to  
use every number use every number 
from 1 to 9 without from 1 to 9 without 
repeating that number repeating that number 
in any column across, in any column across, 
row down or within row down or within 
any 3x3 block. any 3x3 block. 

H There’s no math  
involved — no need  
to count or add up. 

H Just use logic to 
solve the puzzle. solve the puzzle. 

HERE’S HOW TO PLAY

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTIONS:

MORE DIFFICULT

EASIER

Answer all seven questions—and use the 
circled letters to unscramble the Super-7 circled letters to unscramble the Super-7 
Challenge solution. Answers below.Challenge solution. Answers below.

PUZZLE ANSWERS

CHALLENGE ANSWERS:
1) WINTERFELL (N R) 1) WINTERFELL (N R)
2) CHICAGO (C G) 2) CHICAGO (C G)
)

3) WILSON (S) 3) WILSON (S)
(

4) ANDERSON (A R) 4) ANDERSON (A R)
)

5) EMPIRE (E) 5) EMPIRE (E)
6) WEDNESDAY (E) 6) WEDNESDAY (E)
)

7) BEER (E) 7) BEER (E)
CHALLENGE SOLUTION CHALLENGE SOLUTION
(NRCGS AREEE) GREEN ACRES (NRCGS AREEE) GREEN ACRES

Name the 1960s sitcom that was set in
Hooterville?

Name the castle that Jon Snow and his
allies won on Game of Thrones.allies won on Game of Thrones.1

Where is Uncle Buck set?2
He’s Tim’s barely seen neighbor on
Home Improvement.Home Improvement.3

Loni or Richard Dean.4
The Lyon family is at the center of     
this drama.this drama.5

She’s the Addams Family daughter.6
Norm Peterson’s favorite beverage.7
SUPER-7 CHALLENGE



HamiltonCollection.com/ChiefKitty

Shown larger than
 approximate size of 4½  " high approximate size of 4½  " high

Handcraft ed and Handcraft ed and 
painted by handpainted by hand

••
Individually Individually 

hand-numberedhand-numbered
••

Includes CertifiIncludes Certifi cate  cate 
of Authenticityof Authenticity

Wearing his majestic ceremonial headdress with pride and casting Wearing his majestic ceremonial headdress with pride and casting 
an all-knowing, green-eyed stare your way, “Chief Runs with Paws” an all-knowing, green-eyed stare your way, “Chief Runs with Paws” an all-knowing, green-eyed stare your way, “Chief Runs with Paws” 
is the chosen guardian of the spirit world ... and the mysterious secrets is the chosen guardian of the spirit world ... and the mysterious secrets 
held within.held within.

And now, this revered, highly trusted tabby pawses for a moment And now, this revered, highly trusted tabby pawses for a moment 
to share his sacred wisdom with you!to share his sacred wisdom with you!

Handcrafted limited edition!
From his etched “feathers” to the sculpted “fringe” of his tribal 

garb, “Chief Runs with Paws” is crafted and painted entirely by hand.garb, “Chief Runs with Paws” is crafted and painted entirely by hand.
Limited to only 95 casting days, this exclusive Hamilton fi gurine is Limited to only 95 casting days, this exclusive Hamilton fi gurine is 

individually hand-numbered and includes a matching, numbered individually hand-numbered and includes a matching, numbered 
Certifi cate of Authenticity.  Certifi cate of Authenticity.  

Act now for your FREE PREVIEW!
Send no money now! Just mail in the attached coupon to preview 

“Chief Runs with Paws” FREE for 30 days. Your satisfaction is “Chief Runs with Paws” FREE for 30 days. Your satisfaction is 
guaranteed for a full year — or your money back. Reply today! guaranteed for a full year — or your money back. Reply today! 

09-06566-001-BD09-06566-001-BD

©2016 HC.  All Rights Reserved.  ©2016 HC.  All Rights Reserved.  

Feline chief shares his secrets with you.

Name_________________________________________

Address_______________________________________Address_______________________________________

City________________________State_____Zip______City________________________State_____Zip______

Email Email (optional) __________________________________(optional) __________________________________

Signature______________________________________Signature______________________________________

(Please print clearly.)(Please print clearly.)

Please Respond Promptly

09-06566-001-E90401

9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niles, Illinois  60714-1300

MAIL TO:

��YES! Please accept my order for “Chief Runs with 
Paws” for the low issue price of just $29.99*. I need Paws” for the low issue price of just $29.99*. I need 
send no money now. I’ll be billed with shipment. send no money now. I’ll be billed with shipment. 

 *Add $8.99 for shipping and service.  Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax. 
All orders are subject to product availability and credit approval. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. All orders are subject to product availability and credit approval. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. All orders are subject to product availability and credit approval. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. 
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82  Star J U LY  1 8 ,  2 0 1 6

She may tend to play stuffy Brits, but Judi Dench is secretly 
a wild woman! The actress waited about 60 years longer a wild woman! The actress waited about 60 years longer 
than most to get her first tattoo: the phrase “Carpe Diem” than most to get her first tattoo: the phrase “Carpe Diem” 
on her wrist, in honor of her 81st birthday. Judi says that the on her wrist, in honor of her 81st birthday. Judi says that the 
aphorism from the Roman poet Horace — which means aphorism from the Roman poet Horace — which means 
“seize the day” in Latin — is her personal motto and was “seize the day” in Latin — is her personal motto and was 
a birthday gift from her daughter, Finty. The Skyfall star a birthday gift from her daughter, Finty. The Skyfall star 
revealed the inking when she shook hands with the Earl of revealed the inking when she shook hands with the Earl of 
Wessex at a recent party, also showing off a blingy “007” Wessex at a recent party, also showing off a blingy “007” 
sticker on her shoulder. Hot dame! sticker on her shoulder. Hot dame! H

Does Judi Dench
have tattoos? 

Is Luann de Lesseps’ 
engagement ring real?

Poor Luann de Lesseps — brides 
are supposed to have rice thrown 
at them, not shade. After 
divorcing Count Alexandre 
de Lesseps in 2009, the Real 
Housewives of New York star 
found love again with Smart 
Source CEO Tom D’Agostino, who 
popped the question in February, just nine 
months after the pair met. But her costar and 
frenemy Ramona Singer seems unconvinced 
that Luanne’s 8-carat canary yellow diamond 
engagement ring is the real McCoy. 

“She hasn’t had it appraised yet, so we don’t 
really know what’s in there,” Ramona sniped, 
but it sounded more like sour Pinot Grigio 
grapes since Tom is Ramona’s ex! But Ramona 
insists she’s way over it. “I don’t want Tom,” she 
said in a recent interview. “I dated him. There’s 
no attraction there.” Good thing diamonds are 
a girl’s best friend — Luann could use one. H

IS SHE
FAUX
REAL?!

Tamra Judge gained a 
six pack while training 
for a recent fitness 
competition, but she 
seems to have lost something else in the process: her belly 
button! “Three years ago, I was home alone and experienced 
excruciating pain,” recalled the Real Housewives of Orange 
County star. “I called [Dr. Terry Dubrow] immediately and he 
told me to call 911. My stomach wall had burst due to gastric 
hernia.” But, Tamra says, odd abs are a small price to pay for 
a healthy body: “Yep I have a [scar] and a screwed up belly 
button but my intestines were saved.” H

Where is
Tamra Judge’s
belly button?

TUMMY
TROUBLE!

In addition 
to Luann and 
Ramona, 
Tom has also 
romanced 
castmate 
Sonja Morgan! 

is secretly

uesttions
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OFFICIAL ENTRY COUPON

CITYCITY

NAMENAME

ADDRESSADDRESS

ZIPZIPSTATESTATE

MAIL TO:

OR GO TO:

PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

YES, I WANT TO WIN $5,000.00 A WEEK EVERY WEEK 
FOR MY LIFE, PLUS AFTER THAT, $5,000.00 EVERY WEEKFOR MY LIFE, PLUS AFTER THAT, $5,000.00 EVERY WEEK
FOR THE LIFE OF SOMEONE I CHOOSE ON AUGUST 31ST!FOR THE LIFE OF SOMEONE I CHOOSE ON AUGUST 31ST!

❏❏ YY❏

1
6
-P

B
8
3
0
M

O

www.pch.com/YES

Publishers Clearing House
Department of Contests 

P.O. Box 443
Syosset, NY 11791-0443

IT'S FREE, BUT hurry! NO ENTRY ACCEPTEDAFTER AUGUST 5th

ZA83088

YOUR ENTRY TO WIN YOUR ENTRY TO WIN 
IS ABSOLUTELY FREE!IS ABSOLUTELY FREE!

RESPOND TODAY!

OFFICIAL RULES: ALL PRIZES GUARANTEED TO BE AWARDED AS OFFERED.  NO
PURCHASE OR PAYMENT NECESSARY TO WIN.  VOID WHERE PROHIBITED.  ALLPURCHASE OR PAYMENT NECESSARY TO WIN.  VOID WHERE PROHIBITED.  ALL
GIVEAWAYS ARE VOID IN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC AND RESIDENTS OF THATGIVEAWAYS ARE VOID IN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC AND RESIDENTS OF THAT
PROVINCE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENTER OR WIN. Contest Officials will take a specialPROVINCE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENTER OR WIN. Contest Officials will take a special
early look for a matching winning number in just a few weeks.  A prize of $5,000.00 early look for a matching winning number in just a few weeks.  A prize of $5,000.00 
A-Week-Forever will be paid to the winner for life (and thereafter to one other naturalA-Week-Forever will be paid to the winner for life (and thereafter to one other natural
person designated by the winner) of Giveaway No. 6900 if the timely returned winningperson designated by the winner) of Giveaway No. 6900 if the timely returned winning
entry for our August 31st Special Early Look SuperPrize Event comes from this entry for our August 31st Special Early Look SuperPrize Event comes from this 
promotion. If an eligible matching winning number is not returned, an alternate winnerpromotion. If an eligible matching winning number is not returned, an alternate winner
will receive a prize of $1,000,000.00 from Giveaway No. 4950.  Award subject to will receive a prize of $1,000,000.00 from Giveaway No. 4950.  Award subject to 
verification of identity and eligibility. Winner must sign an Affidavit of Eligibility withinverification of identity and eligibility. Winner must sign an Affidavit of Eligibility within
30 days or alternate winner will be selected.  Principals and employees of PCH and their30 days or alternate winner will be selected.  Principals and employees of PCH and their
immediate families are not eligible. Board of Judges’ decisions are final. Bulk entriesimmediate families are not eligible. Board of Judges’ decisions are final. Bulk entries
will not be accepted.  Not responsible for lost or mutilated mail. Entry constitutes will not be accepted.  Not responsible for lost or mutilated mail. Entry constitutes 
permission to use winner's and secondary recipient’s name and photograph in televisionpermission to use winner's and secondary recipient’s name and photograph in television
commercials, in website promotions, and for other promotional purposes, unless commercials, in website promotions, and for other promotional purposes, unless 
prohibited by law. Subject to complete Official Rules available at website or mail addressprohibited by law. Subject to complete Official Rules available at website or mail addressprohibited by law. Subject to complete Official Rules available at website or mail address
provided. Entry must be received by 8/5/16.provided. Entry must be received by 8/5/16.

SWEEPSTAKES FACTS: Giveaway No. 6900; End Date: 2/28/17; Est. Odds of Winning: SWEEPSTAKES FACTS: Giveaway No. 6900; End Date: 2/28/17; Est. Odds of Winning: 
11 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inin1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 in2,600,000,000.1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inGiveaway1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inNo.1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 in4950;1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inEnd1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inDate:1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 in8/24/16;1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inEst.1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inOdds1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inof1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inWinning:1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 in11 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 inin1 in 2,600,000,000. Giveaway No. 4950; End Date: 8/24/16; Est. Odds of Winning: 1 in
1,700,000,000.  You Have Not Yet Won. All Entries Have the Same Chance of 
Winning. We don’t know who the winner is. Enter For Free. You don’t have to buy 
anything to enter. Enter As Often As You Like. You may submit additional entries by
writing to the address provided. Each entry request must be mailed separately. 
Buying Won’t Help You Win. Your chances of winning are the same as someone who
buys something. 



 PARTING

SHOT

WHAT A

BUMMER!

Butt Seriously, 
Kim

Los Angeles, June 27
There’s padding your bra, but your 
underwear? Kim Kardashian has 
sworn that her infamous derriere isn’t 
the product of implants or injections, 
but recent photographs of the reality 
star left many fans wondering if she’s 
rear‑ly telling the truth. Kim was 
spotted leaving sister Khloé’s birthday 
party at Dave & Buster’s in a sheer 
skirt that outlined what appeared to 
be a set of butt pads! However, Star 
can reveal that Kim was merely using 
Bubbles Bodywear Butt Lifter to hold 
up all that junk. (Google it if you must.)
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STARMAGAZINE.COM

 THE BEST  THE BEST 
 REPORTING.  REPORTING. 
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See site for available styles and offer terms.
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